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UMaine students take part in
global climate strike

Fed up with lack of action in legislation, students at the University of Maine, as well as around the
world, participated in a walk-out as a means of asking for change.

Charles Cramer
Contributor
On Friday, Sept. 20,
students from across
Penobscot
County
gathered in Bangor’s
Broadway Park to address the issue of
global climate change.
Bangor’s Climate Strike
was one example of
the many simultaneous
strikes that took place
during the worldwide
Global Climate Strike
from Sept. 20-27. The
strike serves as an opportunity for a week of
action to demand an
end to the age of fossil
fuels, and at least four
million people walked
out of their workplac-

es and homes to join
young climate strikers
on the streets.
The strike was organized by the nationally
recognized climate activist Greta Thunberg.
The 16-year-old Swedish student advocated
for the climate strike
on Sept. 20 to directly
precede the emergency climate summit held
by the United Nations
on Sept 23. Organizers plan to strike again
on Sept. 27. These two
days of striking are,
according to the global strike’s organizers,
“only a beginning to the
sustained mass mobilization that will be needed to take action in line

with climate science
and justice.”
Second-year
economics and political
science student Kevin
Fitzpatrick, who is also
the chair of UMaine’s
Young Democratic Socialists, explained that
his originally planned
walkout on the University of Maine Mall had
instead been merged
with the Bangor Strike
in Broadway Park. The
strike in Broadway Park
was organized by local
Bangor High School
students, lead by Ijeoma Obi, a senior.
“Climate change is
the most pressing issue in our world today,
as people suffer cata-

strophic consequences,
such as more frequent
freak weather events,
today, and will only
suffer more going forward,” Fitzpatrick said.
“Striking is necessary
because it can lead to
substantial change.”
Students from many
of UMaine’s departments showed up at
Broadway
Park
to
speak on the issue of
climate change. While
many members of the
Bangor
community
showed, students from
UMaine’s environmental sciences, journalism
and political sciences
departments all took
a turn with the megaphone to note how cli-

Photo by Jake Buttarazzi.
mate change would affect their lives and the
world that they live in.
When asked what
young protesters can
do to influence national and international climate policy, Fitzpatrick
encouraged his fellow
students to get out
and be loud and say
to those in power that
they won’t stand for the
continued profiteering
of big business as they
destroy the one world
we have.
“While I support the
use of metal straws
and conserving water,
people need to take on
the companies who are
polluting and destroying
the planet far more than

any amount of working-class people,” Fitzpatrick noted.
Paul
Mayewski,
of UMaine’s Climate
Change Institute, observed that “it is very
encouraging to see
young people all over
the world recognizing
that climate change is
not only real but that it
is happening now and
that waiting to respond
is not a reasonable
course of action.”
Mayewski has published multiple articles
on the effects and expectations of global
climate change, all of
which echo his refrain

See Strike on A4

Maine’s new distracted driving law in place
Emily Molino
Contributor
As of Sept. 19, 2019,
Maine’s new distracted
driving law prohibits
the use of handheld
devices while driving.
This new law in Title
29-A section 2121 L.D.
165 is titled, “An Act
To Prohibit the Use of
Handheld Phones and
Devices While Driving.” Sponsored by
Sen. Bill Diamond, the
law is meant to aid in
the enforcement of
Maine’s
distracted
driving laws. The use
of a cellular device of
any kind is completely
prohibited for drivers
of ages 18 and under.
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This distracted driving
bill specifically disallows having a cell
phone up to the driver’s ear while the car is
in motion if the device
is not a part of the vehicle itself. This type of
equipment that is allowed to be used while
driving includes plow
controls, sound system, heat control and
handheld devices that
are crucial to the operation of the vehicle.
Minimal use of GPS is
allowed, but law enforcement encourages
drivers to enter addresses before the vehicle is in motion.
Texting while driving
has been illegal since
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the mid 2000s, but the
hope of this new bill is
that drivers will avoid
using their phones
during the duration of
their drive. If they feel
the need to be using
their phone, according to the Department
of Highway Safety in
Maine, drivers should
pull over in a safe,
well-lit area to do so.
Drivers may also use
the
voice-activated
feature on their cellular
device if they have the
option.
The new law is
much more strict than
previous ones, with the
first fine being no less
than $50. If a second
offense occurs within
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a three year period, the
fine is raised to $250.
The ban also has the
capability of decreasing the difficulty of arguments that surround
this law. According to
an interview conducted by the Kennebec
Journal, this law will be
treated with the same
severity as the seat
belt laws. If a driver is
not wearing their seatbelt they are clearly violating the law. Violating the new handheld
ban will be met with
the same sense of seriousness.
Drivers who have
the ability to mount
their phones in their
car are encouraged to
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do so if they feel as
though they will frequently need to be on
their phones in the vehicle. The same goes
for GPS systems; they
should be mounted out
of the driver’s vision
if at all possible. One
swipe or tap on the
cell phone is allowed
but is highly discouraged, as texting while
driving has been illegal
since the 2000s. This
distracted driving bill
includes the use of a
cellular device at a red
light or stop sign.
Distracted
driving
is one of the biggest
threats that America faces today. Over
660,000 drivers are
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using a handheld device
while
driving,
according to a public service announcement by the United
States Department of
Transportation.
Out
of those 660,000 distracted drivers, about
3,000 were killed while
424,000 were injured in
2013 alone. This is a
big issue amongst the
younger drivers that
are on the road. Nearly 10% of distracted
driving-related deaths
happen to drivers in
their 20s.
For more information, visit the Maine
Department of Highway Safety website.
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First in a series of diversity and inclusivity
workshops held on Wednesday

On Wednesday, Sept. 18 residents of Hancock Hall gathered for training in creating a welcoming
and inclusive environment for all students on campus.

Charles Cramer
Contributor
For the second consecutive semester, the
University of Maine will
be hosting a series of
campus-wide Diversity
and Inclusivity training
workshops. The first
in this series was held
on Wednesday at 7:45
p.m. in Hancock Hall
and was attended by
representatives of the
University’s Multicultural Student Center,
Community
Coordinators and interested
students from across
campus.
Its
goal,
through collaboration
between various students and faculty, was
to educate attendees
on issues commonly
faced in college environments and promote
an inclusive learning
environment.
The Diversity and
Inclusivity workshops
are intended to focus

Leela Stockley
News Editor
On Wednesday, Sept.
18, members of the University of Maine community came together at the
first unofficial meeting of
the Defenders of Wildlife.
The students involved in
this group are in the process of getting the Defenders of Wildlife recognized as an official club
at UMaine. Until then,
they are acting as an extension of the nationwide
Defenders of Wildlife organization.
The Defenders of
Wildlife is a non-profit organization that spans the

on three separate topics and will be held at
irregular intervals from
September
to
November. Wednesday’s
event was the first of
the Multicultural Center’s Heads Up training.
The upcoming Queer
Peer and Bystander
intervention training,
which are both set for
Sept. 25, will be organized by the Rainbow
Resource Center and
Office of Student Welfare, respectively.
Wednesday’s Heads
Up training focused
largely on the concepts of unconscious
bias, diversity and
gender identity. A playing of the game Heads
Up, which is similar to
charades, was used as
a way for participants
to reflect on their unconscious
biases
while still immersed in
a friendly and cheerful atmosphere. The
event’s
organizers

stressed the necessity
of educational humility
among those participating but added that
it is nevertheless important to have fun and
enjoy oneself.
Last year, only the
Hart, Hancock and
Oak Halls were used
for training workshops.
But through significant
collaboration, organizers from student life
groups, with the help
of the resident assistants therein, will this
year be able to host
the three workshops
in six separate residence halls. Students
living on-campus are
encouraged to attend
each of the three Diversity and Inclusivity
workshops,
whether
or not they had participated in them previously.
“The event isn’t the
same as our regular
monthly Diversity and
Inclusion
trainings.

This is an event organized by some of the
staff in Residence Life
specifically for the students in the residence
halls,” Robert Jackson, a staff associate
for diversity and inclusion, explained.
Two of the primary
organizers for the Diversity and Inclusion
workshops, Trina Trein
and Alyssa Bennett,
assistant community
coordinator and community
coordinator
respectively,
spoke
to the Maine Campus
about their experience
hosting last year’s
workshops.
“We asked for feedback from those in attendance last year and
some of the feedback
was that they would
have liked to have had
the workshops earlier in the year,” Trein
said. “So, we decided
that kick-starting this
fall semester with get-

Photo by Matt Lavoie.
ting this going was the
best way to get these
important topics out
there and discussed in
a safe and welcoming
environment.”
“By
coordinating
these in the residence
halls, we hope that it
will attract higher attendance based on the
fact that these offices
are bringing the training to the students in
the halls rather than
asking the students
to go to them,” Bennett said. “Wednesday
night was the first one
of the semester and it
attracted around 30-40
people throughout the
night and for a mostly
upper-class
student
area, that is something
we are happy with.”
The
Multicultural
Student Center is located in room 312 of
the Memorial Union
and is devoted to the
promotion of inclusive
learning environments

UMaine Defenders of Wildlife
hosts first official meeting

United States. They were
founded in 1947, and
since then have dedicated their time to the protection and restoration
of endangered species
and habitats. The volunteers work in communities across the country
to provide resources and
education about endangered wildlife and habitats. They also work on
grassroots campaigns to
combat federal motions
that seek to harm the
environment and fragile
ecosystems. Throughout
the years that they have
been active, members of
the group have testified
in front of the national

legislature in defense of
their campaigns.
Attending the meeting was Robert Hooke,
of the UMaine Climate
Change Institute. Hooke,
who has been involved
with environmental activism throughout his life,
spoke in coordination
with the Defenders of
Wildlife in front of Congress to advocate for
the responsible management of predatory
wolves.
Currently, the Defenders of Wildlife are working on both the local and
national scale to raise
awareness of the Arctic
National Wildlife Ref-

uge, as well as the Arctic Cultural and Coastal
Plain Protection Act. The
Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge is in northeastern Alaska and has garnered attention recently.
The wildlife refuge is
home to hundreds of
species, as well as indigenous people called the
Gwich’in. The Gwich’in
have a close relationship with the land, and
call the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge the “Sacred Place Where Life
Begins.”
In 2017, Congress
introduced the Tax Cuts
and Jobs Act, known
as Public Law 115-

97, which would have
opened the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
to gas and oil drilling.
However, the Arctic Cultural and Coastal Plain
Protection Act which
was proposed in 2019,
known as H.R. 1146,
amends that law to prevent drilling in the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.
The UMaine chapter
of the Defenders of Wildlife, although they are not
fully recognized as a club
at the university, worked
hard to ensure that H.R.
1146 was passed on
Thursday, Sept. 12 2019.
Through public outreach,
the Defenders of Wild-

across campus. To
this effect, the center
sponsors a variety of
events and programs
that allow students
to interact with other
cultures, groups and
identities. The Center
is likewise instrumental
in organizing activities
during Black History
Month, Hispanic American Heritage Month,
and Native American
Heritage Month. They
also host the popular
multicultural Thanksgiving potluck.
“We hope that students show up to learn
and grow so they can
do community inclusivity together,” Anila
Karnunaker, UMaine’s
director of diversity
and inclusion, told the
Maine Campus. “This
work is important because it includes all of
us, and we matter.”

life were able to secure
46 calls to Rep. Jared
Golden, who voted to
pass the bill. Now, the
Defenders of Wildlife are
working hard to ensure
that a sister bill is passed
in Congress which will
classify the wildlife refuge as “wilderness,” the
designation for land with
the highest amount of
conservation protection.
“The arctic environment, in which I’ve spent
a lot of time, is a very
fragile environment. It
is a very beautiful environment. Putting roads
and drilling platforms

See Wildlife on A6
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UMaine hopes to defend AORE Northeast
title for “Most Outdoorsy” campus

Emily Molino
Contributor

This year, the University of Maine chapter of the Association
of Outdoor Recreation
of Education (AORE)
is participating in the
2019 AORE Campus
Community Challenge
following last year’s
campus-wide participation in the event. The
event started on Sept.
16 and will end on Oct.
13. Close to 100 universities are competing in this challenge
nationwide. The university with the most
logged hours wins the
title of Most Outdoorsy
campus and National
Outdoor Champion.
“The AORE is a big
advocate for outdoor

Charles Cramer
Contributor

education and getting
people into the outdoors, and if we were
the school that demonstrates the most spirit
for everything they
stand for, then that
would be big for our
image as a university
and a community,” The
President of the AORE,
Jacob Burgess, commented.
This outdoor challenge requires students to download the
AORE CC app from
the App Store. After
setting up an account,
students are able to
record and upload the
outdoor activities that
they are participating
in the app. The outdoor activities that are
counted for points towards the challenge on

the app are any activities that involve being
outside for 30 or more
minutes. Students contribute to the challenge
by uploading photos of
their activities which in
turn awards points to
their university.
In the past the university has participated
in the AORE challenge,
and became one of the
nation’s highest ranked
‘outdoorsy’ campuses
in 2017.
The challenge is
meant to encourage
students to get outside
and get more involved
in outdoor activities
by promoting the benefits of staying active.
AORE reached out to
other clubs on campus to get more people in the community

involved.
“Maine Bound is
coordinating this challenge for the university
but everyone can be
involved. From university organizations,
campus
clubs,
to
off-campus entities, it
was all hands on deck
and we are thrilled at
the excitement for getting involved,” Burgess
said.
The
organization
went through great
lengths to set up different events for this
challenge and advertising for the event.
The outreach and marketing involved in this
event played a huge
part in influencing the
number of people that
would turn out to participate.

There are many titles that can be earned
by the universities
participating in this
challenge such as National Outdoor Champion, Outsider of the
Year, Regional Winner
and other recognition awards for their
school. There are specific events and dates
that can be found on
the Maine Bound Adventure Center website
that students can participate in if they need
help finding activities
to get involved in.
As part of the AORE
Campus
Community Challenge, UMaine is hosting events
throughout the week
to promote outdoor
activities. The Clifton
Climbers Alliance, in

partnership with Acadia Mountain Guides
Climbing School will
be hosting a community climbing day at Eagles Bluff on Tuesday,
Sept. 24. There will
also be a Head Lamp
5k held after dark behind the New Balance
Recreation Center on
Friday, Sept. 27.
“Two years ago,
UMaine distinguished
itself as the champion
of the Northeast region,” Burgess noted.
“If UMaine gets the
most involvement, we
could go even further;
we could be the National Outdoor Champion.”

“Project 22” screening postponed
until Veteran’s Week

A showing of the
independent film “Project 22” in the Memorial Union’s Coe Room
was postponed from
Wednesday, Sept. 18
until the University
of Maine’s Veteran’s
Week in November, because of sparse attendance. Wednesday’s
planned screening was
set to coincide with
National Suicide Prevention and Awareness Month, which is
being observed this
September
across
Maine and throughout
America. Maine’s Bureau of Veteran Services has spent much
of the month hosting
statewide prevention
and awareness training
sessions, suicide safety courses and screenings of “Project 22,”
which is named for the
approximate number
of veteran suicides
that occur each day.
“Project 22” was
filmed and directed by
two Iraq War veterans
who had become in-

creasingly aware of the
issues faced by their
returning brothers and
sisters in arms. Over
22 days, and nearly
6,500 miles of travel,
the filmmakers toured
the country by motorcycle, interviewing
and addressing fellow
veterans on the common causes of veteran
suicide. Many of them
were willing to share
the ways in which they
had overcome depression, whether through
the use of therapy animals, medical treatment, art therapy or
other kinds of assistance.
Tony Llerena, the
associate director for
veteran’s
education
and transition services
at UMaine, helps nearly 380 students receive
their GI Bill certifications each year. When
asked about the film
“Project 22,” Llerena
commented that “documentaries like ‘Project 22’ are a reminder
of the pain and struggles that some of our
students go through
every single day,” and

that it is “very difficult
to watch a film like this
and not feel like everyone needs to know
that something needs
to be done to help and
support these service
members and veterans.”
“Suicide in the general population is a
complex issue,” Llerena explained. “It’s
no different with service members and
veterans. PTSD [or
post-traumatic stress
disorder] is one aspect
that the media focuses on for veteran suicide, but studies have
shown that non-combat veterans are more
likely to die by suicide
than combat veterans.
As I’m not an expert in
this area, what I have
found is that some reasons are loss of identity, lack of structure
after separation and
the loss of brother and
sisterhood.”
Asif Nawaz, a professor in the history
department who is
himself an active military reservist, told the
Maine Campus that

he has attended a lot
of suicide prevention
talks and interactive
sessions at his reserve
unit and noted that he
checks up on his fellow
veterans often.
“I think it is more because of a lack of employment among the
returning veterans and
other domestic issues,
but if a vet suffers from
PTSD it makes things
even worse,” Nawaz
said in a discussion of
veteran’s suicide and
how factors such as
PTSD or lack of employment and opportunity can affect these
statistics.
“Supporting student
groups like the UMVA
and connecting student veterans to one
another is critical,”
Llerena said. “The Veterans Center is also a
veteran-friendly space
for students to go
where student veterans can feel like they
belong. We have students who have come
to us in distress in the
past and we’ve found
that creating a support network of veter-

an peers and campus
support services is the
best way to support
someone in crisis.”
One such UMaine
veteran,
fourth-year
history student Ryan
Damato, noted the
high-quality
support
and assistance that he
has received through
the UMVA. Damato explained that the transition from active service
into civilian life can be
challenging and lonely
for veterans and that
without any kind of
support like job training or civilian transfer
services, they often fall
apart.
“I got injured in the
Marines when I was
20,” Damato said. “Being a UMaine Veteran,
I am lucky to have access to one of the most
elite teams of Veteran
assistance that I have
ever encountered with
the UMVA. They truly developed a space
that makes us feel welcome, loved and safe.”
Another
Suicide
Prevention and Awareness Month screening
of “Project 22” is set to

be hosted at the University of Maine at Augusta on Sept. 26, at
11:45 a.m. The National Alliance on Mental
Illness has partnered
with Maine’s Bureau
of Veteran Services
throughout the month
to make such events
possible. Based in Augusta, the Bureau is
responsible for assisting Maine’s Veteran
Advocate community
with their search for
employment, access
to education, available
housing and mental
health treatment. The
Bureau has estimated that over 300,000
of the state’s nearly 1
million citizens have
been affected by military service, whether as enlisted service
members, reservists,
retirees or members of
their immediate family.

Fogler Library among Maine libraries
participating in reciprocal lending program

Leela Stockley
News Editor

Libraries across the
state of Maine, including the Raymond H.
Fogler Library at the
University of Maine,
are now participating
in a reciprocal lending
program that allows
library
cardholders
across the state to
borrow library books
from any of the participating libraries.
The program includes more than 70
of Maine’s libraries,
including the Maine
State
Library,
the
Maine State Law and
Legislative
Reference Library and the
Northern Light Eastern
Maine Medical Center
Hadley Parrot Health
Science Library.
The collaboration,
which went into effect

on Sept. 16, allows
anyone with a valid library card, including
student ID cards to
check out books from
any of the participating
libraries around Maine.
All of the libraries in
the University System
have opted to participate in the program,
which will make access to academic documents much easier to
get for students and
researchers alike.
Libraries around the
state have been participating in the interlibrary loan system for a
while now, but this program makes it much
easier to get texts.
Through the interlibrary loan, a person is
able to request a book
through their library by
requesting it online.
The requested text will
then, if it is not on hold

or checked out, be
sent to that library and
the library will inform
the person that they
are able to check out
that text. However, the
reciprocal
borrowing
program allows you to
simply drive to a library
near you, and as long
as you have a valid library card, you will be
able to check out the
text in person.
The program grew
from an idea that was
discussed at the Maine
Library Association’s
Fall
Conference
in
2018. At the conference, librarians from
around the state expressed a strong desire
for the development of
cooperative programs
that would strengthen library resources.
After the conference,
a working group identified libraries with

the software systems
necessary to facilitate
reciprocal lending and
started moving forward
with a pilot program to
test out how the program might work.
“What really makes
this work seamlessly
is that the participating
libraries are utilizing
the same library system software,” James
Jackson
Sanborn,
the director of Maine
Infonet said. Maine
Infonet is the organization that manages
the library systems
which makes this lending program possible.
“The fact that the participating libraries all
have library cards with
a 14-digit barcode and
the software is able
to recognize a library
card from a participating library makes this
doable.”

This program will
create a larger scope
of access to public,
academic and special
collections libraries.
Currently, the libraries that have chosen to
participate in this program have to stay in
the program for a year,
and then the program
will be reassessed to
see how well it served
the public. The hope is
that in the future, more
libraries will be able
to implement the software needed and participate in the program.
While the program
will be beneficial to
both library users and
the libraries themselves, head librarians
from around the state
have discussed setting limits on how the
system will be executed. This may extend to
item limits, to cut down

on the risk of potential
issues and errors in
how the system processes checked out
materials.
“It’s essential work
and we believe good
things happen when
we can break down
barriers to sharing library resources,” Sanborn noted.
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This Week in Student Government

Weekly recap of decisions made by the UMaine Student Government General Student Senate
Emily Molino
Contributor
The Sept. 17 meeting
began with the approval
of the Sept. 10 minutes
and agenda.
General Good and
Welfare:
Vice President Chase
Flaherty went over Robert’s Rule Item of the
Week. This week’s item
was tabling and suspending items on the
agenda.
New Senators, Officer
Appointments, Resignations:
Camryn Hammill and
Isiah Bedsole were under senator observation. Sens. Frank Kelly
and Daniel Adams were
sworn into the senate.
Club Maintenance:
Representatives from
the Undergraduate Women in STEM were looking
for preliminary recognition. This motion was
passed.
Representatives for
the Student Maine Education Association were
looking for final recognition. This motion was
passed.
Representatives for
Kappa Omicron Nu were
looking for reactivation.
This motion was passed.
Guest Speakers:
The president of the
Association of Outdoor
Recreation and Education (AORE) explained the
ongoing Campus Chal-

Leela Stockley
News Editor

lenge that the University
of Maine and 98 other
universities are taking
part in. He encouraged
members of the senate
to download the app and
participate.
Executive Reports:
There were no executive reports.
Periodic Reports:
Faculty Senate Student Representative Harrison Ransley reported
that there is an upcoming
meeting and encouraged
members of the senate to
join if they are interested.
University of Maine
Board of Trustees Representative Abby Depres
reported that she attended the first meeting of the
Maine Board of Trustees
and came away from the
meeting with pertinent information.
Director of Communications Owen Vadala
reminded the senate to
come to him for advertisements for clubs.
University of Maine
Security representative
Peter Alexander reported
that he met with the chief
of security and is observing the many safety oversights on campus.
Reports of Standing
Committees:
Marketing and Public
Relations representative
Vadala reminded members of the senate to
come to the meetings.
Membership Committee Representative Zach-

ary Wyles reported that
he is working on getting
the senator’s binders together.
Policy and Procedures Committee Representative Mikaela Shea
reminded members of
the senate to join the
committee.
Political
Activism
Representative
Cody
Embelton
reminded
members of the senate to
attend meetings and register to vote.
Services Committee
Representative Emmeline
Willey reported that she
met with services and the
University is working on
replacing various things
around campus.
Reports of Special
Committees:
Student
Conduct
Code Oversight and Review Committee Representative Ransley reminded members of the

senate to join the committee.
Representative Board
Reports:
Commuter
and
Non-Traditional Students
Representative Ian Johnson reported that the first
pancake breakfast of the
year is happening soon.
Honors College Student Advisory Board
Representative Lauren
Ryan reported that the
first meeting happened
and they have multiple
events and ideas in the
works.
Interfraternity Council
Representative Andrew
Arsenault reported that
the greek welcome back
is coming up.
Panhellenic Council
Representative Stephanie Poirier reported that
150 women received
bids on Bid Day.
Sustainability
and
Environmental
Actions

Division Representative
Dalton Bouchles reported that the second
meeting of the committee
happened and that the
campus is working on recycling more as a whole.
Community Association Reports:
Feminist
Collective
Representative
Miranda Snyder reported that
there are many upcoming
events.
Wilde Stein Representative MJ Smith reported
that member numbers
have increased dramatically and the club is looking to do more outreach
on campus.
International Student
Association Representative Hannah Holbrook reminded members of the
senate to attend coffee
hour.
New Business:
An act to allocate
funds to Volleyball, the
team is looking to get
$8000 under the allocations for Tier One clubs.
The motion was passed
An act to allocate
funds to Student Organizations for the amount of
$6,500 for the Academic Year annual license
for Eventus. The motion
was tabled until the next
meeting per request of
President Bentley Simpson to the senate.
Vice President of
Student Entertainment
Logan Armando elaborated on the purchase

of bumper balls for future events, looking potentially towards soccer
on Lengyel Field. More
expensive bumper balls
were purchased in the
hopes that students will
be able to use them for
years to come. The motion was passed.
An act to allocate
funds to the American
Institute of Chemical
Engineering (AICE) for
the amount of $2,400 to
cover the cost of flights,
transportation, hotel and
registration fees for 12
students to attend the
National Conference in
Orlando, Florida from
Nov. 8- 11. The event will
assist students in making
academic and professional connections. The
AICE is expecting $4,000
in funding from the College of Engineering, with
the Pulp and Paper Foundation looking to match
that amount. The motion
was passed.
Nominations
and
Elections:
Sen. Shea was elected President Pro Tempore.
Sen. Kelley was elected to the Executive Budgetary Committee.

UMaine students taking an interest
in the political climate

As the world has
seen in recent weeks,
high schoolers and
undergraduate
students have been taking the world by storm
with their involvement
in political advocacy.
Students from around
the world have shown
themselves to have an
avid interest in the political climate, driven
by factors such as climate change, gender
discrimination and immigration laws. During
the 2018 midterms,
thousands of people
aged into the system
and registered to vote
in numbers that had
not been seen in 25
years.
In a report by the Institute for Democracy
and Higher Education,

Strike

from A1
that the age of climate
decision is here, and
our actions will define
the course of our planet
and civilization. Some
of these articles can be
found on his website,
climatechangeinsights.
org, where he has uploaded many examples
of visual and statistical
climate data. Mayewski

numbers of undergraduate voters doubled
since 2014. The report
was based on data
gathered from more
than 1,000 campuses across the U.S and
showed that 39.1% of
students participated
in the midterm election
process. This number
is up 20% from the
number of students
that reported voting in
the 2014 midterm election.
That is why in the
race towards the 2020
election, constituents
have had to tap many
resources
to
connect with their younger constituents. The
Democratic debate on
Thursday, Sept. 12,
with the ten front-running candidates, put
the candidates to the
test.
One of the major

policies on the debate
state that intrigues undergraduate students
is the discussion of
free college tuition,
as well as loan forgiveness. The average
college graduate has
almost $40,000 worth
of student debt, and
many students have
both federal and private loans. Combining
the extreme risk that
taking on thousands of
dollars’ worth of debt
with an unstable job
market, students and
high school graduates
face an ever-widening
chasm that discourages pursuing a higher
education degree.
Because
of
the
cost of higher education, when Sen. Bernie
Sanders talks about
free two and four year
college programs, it
gets people’s atten-

tion.
Even though candidates have talked
about issues that matter to undergraduate
voters, one of the biggest issues is connecting to the younger demographic.
Liam Kent of the
UMaine College Democrats noted that the
older candidates like
former Vice President
Joe Biden and Sen.
Bernie Sanders don’t
get as much attention
from college students
as their younger rivals.
He also noted that, with
the fight for gender equity, students like seeing female candidates
holding their own on
the debate stage. Sen.
Elizabeth Warren, who
has admittedly had
some rough patches
in her political career,
has garnered quite a

following, as has Sen.
Kamala Harris.
Because of the current political climate,
many younger voters
are extremely educated on the factors that
have led up to and
continue to affect both
the Republican and the
Democratic Parties.
Declan
Downey,
the vice president of
the UMaine College
Democrats, noted that
people are very aware
of how the Democratic Party has shifted
its policy goals since
2016.
“The
conversations being had about
healthcare, America’s
wars, massive income
inequality and many
other issues reflect a
Democratic Party that
is beginning to understand [the need to shift
policy goals],” Downey

notes.
As the 2020 election
looms closer, projections anticipate that
there will be a tsunami of newly registered
voters. In 2016, 139
million people turned
out on election day to
cast their ballot. Some
projections say that
the number of voters
could reach 156 million
for the 2020 election.
“We are the most
powerful voting block,”
Kent said, urging his
peers to stay politically
aware and active.
UMaine will be providing a voter registration table on the Mall
on National Voter Registration Day, Tuesday,
Sept. 24.

is also the co-author,
with his colleague Michael Morrison, of the
book “Journey Into
Climate,” a collection
of adventure stories
that relay their personal experiences in some
of the planet’s most
remote and desolate
locations. Both professors explain throughout
the book that although
they had once believed
humans to be incapable
of affecting the earth’s

climate in any significant way, they have
since realized that such
is not only the case but
happening more rapidly than anyone once
thought.
UMaine’s associate
dean of research and
professor in the School
of Earth and Climate
Sciences, Christopher
Gerbi, connected the
overarching issue of
global climate change
and its impacts with the

more familiar areas of
Maine’s coastline.
“Climate change is
real, and its effects are
significant and immediate,” Gerbi said. “Just
to pick one example,
the Gulf of Maine is one
of the fastest-warming bodies of water in
the world. Such rapid change has a major
effect on the fisheries,
including lobster, which
in turn affects the economic stability of our

coastal communities.”
UMaine’s
Climate
Change Institute, located in the Bryand Global Sciences Building,
is one of the oldest climate research units in
the United States and
offers a variety of graduate and undergraduate research programs.
Contributors to the Climate Change Institute
have appeared on local
news programs to share
their expertise and have

conducted significant
research in the planet’s
most immediately affected areas, including
Greenland and Alaska.
Much of their research
can be found online at,
cci.icecoredata.org
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Police
Beat

by a minor.
Sept. 13 - 11:10 p.m.
While on duty, Officer
Irish of the OPD noticed
Thomas Mahoney, 20, of
Orono sitting on a rock
drinking a beer. When
Mahoney noticed Officer Irish, he attempted
to hide the beer under
the rock he was sitting
on. Mahoney was summoned for the possession of alcohol by a minor.

Sept. 15 - 12:03 a.m.
While on duty, a University of Maine Police
Department (UMPD) officer performed a motor
vehicle stop on the Hilltop parking lot access
road. The officer spoke
to Daniel Moran, 18, from
Massachusetts, who was
found to be in violation of
the “zero tolerance” law.
The officer also found alcohol in Moran’s vehicle.
Moran was summoned
for illegal transportation
of alcohol by a minor, as
well as being in violation
of the restriction on his
license through the violation of the “zero tolerance” law.
Sept. 15 - 1:00 a.m.
While on duty, OPD
Officer James was driving by the Orchard Trails

Apartment Complex and
noticed a security guard
talking with someone.
Officer James stopped to
see if the security guard
needed any assistance,
and was informed that
the security officer had
noticed Daniel Polikoff,
19, of Massachusetts
going through the fence.
Polikoff was under the
influence of alcohol and
was found to have alcohol in his car. Polikoff
also had underage passengers in the car. Officer
James spoke to Polikoff,
who was compliant and
disposed of the alcohol.
Polikoff was summoned
for criminal mischief.
Sept. 18 - 10:00 p.m.
A UMPD officer was
dispatched to a residence hall after receiv-

ing a call that a student
had been followed from
the New Balance Recreation Center, and was
concerned for her safety.
The student said that the
person, a tall thin male
with a pale complexion,
medium brown hair in a
buzz cut style with arm
tattoos had approached
her while she was at the
Rec Center and spoke
incoherently. The man
spoke at her for five to
ten minutes, during which
time he repeatedly asked
where she lived. After she
left the Rec Center, she
went directly back to her
residence hall and called
UMPD.
UMPD is still looking
for the suspect and urges
students to be vigilant.

23. Greta Thunberg,
16-year-old climate activist, said: “This is the biggest climate strike ever in
history and we all should
be so proud of ourselves
because we have done
this together.”
Sept. 22
Antonio Brown, days

after being signed by the
New England Patriots,
was accused of rape by
a woman in Florida who
filed a civil lawsuit. Brown
went on to play one game
with the Patriots and was
then released after the
team learned he had tried
to intimidate a second
woman who accused him
of sexual misconduct.
Brown stated in a tweet
“Will not be playing in the
@NFL anymore. These
owners can cancel deals
do whatever they want
at anytime we will see if
the @NFLPA hold them

accountable sad they
can just avoid guarantees
anytime going on 40m 2
months will see if they pay
up!”
Sept. 22
A whistleblower recently voiced urgent concern about a matter involving the president. The
whistleblower’s complaint
was not released to Congress by the White House,
but reports have revealed
that the complaint was
about not one, but a series
of events that happened
at the White House. One
of these events is a phone

call between Trump and
the president of Ukraine,
Volodymyr Zelenskiy on
July 25. Trump has said
that “It doesn’t matter
what I discussed,” and “I
have conversations with
many leaders. It’s always
appropriate,” when asked
for input on the situation.
The complaint coincides
with Trump’s call for more
scrutiny into the actions
of Hunter Biden, former
vice president Joe Biden’s
son, who is on the board
of an energy company
owned by a Ukrainian
businessman.

The best from UMaine’s finest
Leela Stockley
News Editor
Sept. 13 - 7:25 p.m.
Officer Gray of the Orono Police Department
(OPD) was on an alcohol detail sitting in front
of a liquor establishment
on Park Street when he
noticed a vehicle sitting
in front of the store. The
driver, who was still in the
vehicle, appeared to be

under 21, while the passenger had walked into
the store and returned
with a 12 pack of Twisted Tea. Officer Gray ran
the registration of the
car and discovered that
the vehicle was registered to Dawson Casey,
20, of Portland. Officer
Gray talked to Casey and
seized the alcohol. Casey
was summoned for the
transportation of alcohol

Briefs

Quick news from around the
country

Leela Stockley
News Editor
Sept. 20
On Friday, millions of
people around the world
showed to support the
global climate walkout.
The walkout is thought to
be one of the largest cli-
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mate rallies ever to take
place, with a reported 4
million people around the
globe turning out in the
streets and parks around
the globe. The climate
walkout took place right
before the United Nations
Climate Action Summit,
which kicks off on Sept.

The World
This Week

Sept. 16
Lilly Singh, a YouTube personality, Canadian, woman-of-color and proud bisexual made history after
hosting the first episode of her new late-night talk
show on NBC, “A Little Late with Lilly Singh.” Singh
thanked NBC in an appearance on Jimmy Fallon’s
Tonight Show saying that it was the “only network
where a woman can have a show after midnight that
allows her to keep her clothes on.”
Sept. 20
In an effort that had been organized over Facebook
in August, hundreds showed up to Area 51 in Nevada
in an attempt to find out if the government was truly hiding aliens at the highly classified United States
Air Force facility. Two people were arrested and hundreds were dispersed.
Sept. 22
The governing board of World Football’s most
prominent body, FIFA, has told Iran that they see no
obstacles in allowing women to watch games at stadiums. After a sports fan set herself on fire after being
refused entry to an Iranian stadium, the world arose
in an international outcry. Iran is set to play Cambodia in a World Cup qualifier next month.

This week at UMaine...

What’s happening this week at UMaine

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Department
of
Communication and
Journalism Fall 2019
Colloquium Series
12:00 pm - 12:50
pm Dunn Hall

UMaine UVote National Voter Registration Day Event
9:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m. University Mall

How to Start Your
Own Side Hustle
4:00 p.m. - 5:30
p.m. Foster Center for
Student Innovation

Emily Cain: Distinguished
Honors
Graduate Lecture
3:00 p.m. - 5:00
p.m. Hauck Auditorium

Thursday
Ghandi-Informed
Philosophy: Nonviolence, Truth, Morality, Sustainability, and
Research Challenges
for Faculty and Students 4:00 p.m. - 5:45
p.m. Presentation &
Discussion 5:45 p.m.
- 6:30 p.m. Reception
Buchanan Alumni
House

Saturday

Friday
Empowering Women in Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
2:00 pm - 3:30 pm
Bangor Room, Memorial Union

Bobby McFerrin
8:00 p.m. - 11:00
p.m.
The Collins Center
for the Arts

Want to see your club or organization’s event represented here? Send the info to eic@mainecampus.com

Diversions
Answer Key

Puzzles, comics and more on A8

Crossword

Sudoku

Word Search
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Editorial: From cancel culture
to changing culture

Liz Theriault
Opinion Editor
What do big name
celebrities like James
Charles, Taylor Swift,
James Gunn, Laura Lee,
Kayne West, PewDiePie,
Roseanne Barr, Shane
Gillis, Logan Paul have
in common? They have,
at one point in their careers, been “cancelled.”
Hoards of their social
media followers took to
Twitter, Facebook and
Youtube to hurl insults
and declare the celebrities “cancelled.” Each
of these celebrities have
become the target of
cancel culture. But what
exactly does that mean?
Cancel culture is defined by the holy grail of
internet slang, the Urban
Dictionary, as a “modern internet phenomenon where a person is
ejected from influence
or fame [because of]
questionable actions. It
is caused by a critical
mass of people who are
quick to judge and slow
to question.”
Perhaps a more sophisticated explanation
comes from the New
York Times article “Everyone is Canceled.”
Author Jonah Bromwich’s own definition is
explained as. “an act of
cancellation is still mostly conceptual or socially
performative.” In other
words, internet users
hop into the mob-mentality that surrounds can-

Wildlife
from A2

into an environment like
this is just desecration of
the landscape,” Hooke,
whose work focuses on

celling a certain individual, and the actual act of
cancelling usually comes
in the form of a trending
hashtag, angry tweets,
or a user’s status that
denounces the artist,
comedian, YouTuber or
celebrity.
Take the cancellation
of Taylor Swift for example. In Kanye West’s
music video for his song
“Famous,” released in
2016, he made references to having sex with
Swift, who later stated
she did not approve
of some of the lyrics.
But later, after Kim Kardashian West released
a phone call with Swift
seemingly contradicting
her own statement, the
hashtag “#TaylorSwiftIsCancelled” hit the internet by storm. Despite the
swarm of hatred Swift received, the majority was
“socially performative,”
to use Bromwhich’s
words. Swift’s first album
after the incident, “Reputation,” sold 2 million
copies in the first week
after its release. On the
internet, Swift was canceled, but in real life,
people still bought her
music.
Another
instance
of cancellation came
when famous comedian
Kathy Griffin posed with
a Donald Trump mask
with what appeared to
be blood dripping from
his neck (it was later revealed by Griffin to be
ketchup) in 2017. The

photo drew immediate
criticism, and resulted
in professional consequences for Griffin. Even
though Griffin released
an apology stating that
she “crossed the line”
and “went way too far,”
her comedy tour was
cancelled and she was
placed under investigation for conspiracy to assassinate the President
of the United States, according to an article by
CBSNews. Additionally,
she was placed on the
“no-fly list” and was fired
from co-hosting CNN’s
New Year’s Eve special
with Anderson Cooper
— a job she had held for
years.
While Griffin’s cancellation came with more
permanent consequences, both Griffin and Swift
underwent emotionally
turbulent times. Swift
endured being called a
“snake,” “manipulative,”
and as Swift put it in an
interview with Vogue
magazine, she was being sent “mass amounts
of messages” telling her
to “either shut up, disappear, or [as] it could
also be perceived as, kill
yourself.”
These two women
were cancelled by society, and suffered emotional and professional
consequences. But what
about when the internet
cancels someone over
racism, sexism, insensitivity or homophobia?
Comedian Shane Gil-

lis has been in the headlines recently after being
fired from Saturday Night
Live just days after being
hired. NBC announced
his termination after
light was shed on racist,
islamaphobic and homophobic remarks Gillis
made on his podcast,
“Matt and Shane’s Secret Podcast,” in 2018.
People immediately
took to Twitter with angry
responses, and rightfully so. The comments
made by Gillis harmfully
and unjustly targeted minorities and were in no
way acceptable. But the
positive impact of “cancelling” Gillis remains unseen. The statement released by the comedian
is far from apologetic. In
a tweet released shortly
after the announcement
of his termination, Gillis
states: “it feels ridiculous for comedians to
be making serious public
statements but here we
are. I’m a comedian who
was funny enough to get
SNL. That can’t be taken
away. Of course I wanted
an opportunity to prove
myself at SNL, but I understand it would be too
much of a distraction. I
respect the decision they
made.” There’s not an
utterance of “I’m sorry”
in sight.
Later, he released another statement on Twitter, defending himself by
saying “I’m a comedian
who pushes boundaries,” and that he was

“happy to apologize to
anyone who’s actually
offended by anything
I’ve said. My intention
is never to hurt anyone
but I am trying to be the
best comedian I can be
and sometimes that requires risks.” Again, not
much of a true apology. It
seems that even though
Gillis was cancelled, he
did not learn from his
mistakes.
Which
begs
the
question if cancel culture actually does what
it intends to do: hold
people
accountable.
James Charles and Logan Paul still make Youtube videos. Taylor Swift
and Kayne West still sell
successful,
Billboard
chart topping albums. It
seems as if our cancel
culture has entered us
into an infinite circle.
A well known figure is
found to have participated in or said something
problematic, the people take to the internet
with their outrage, and
an apology is issued;
sometimes sincere, and
sometimes not. But then
the cycle repeats itself.
How can we tell if cancel
culture is actually leaving room for individuals
to grow from their mistakes? Or if it even motivates them to do so?
Kimberly
Foster, founder and editor-in-chief of For Harriet,
a YouTube channel that
celebrates “the fullness
of black womanhood,”

released a video arguing
that we “cannot cancel
everyone.” In her video,
Foster states that instead
of cancel culture, where
individuals are pressured
by the mobs to disappear and never return,
we should encourage
changing culture. Foster
states, “changing culture meaningfully means
approaching folks from
the standpoint of ‘these
harmful ideas you are
perpetuating need to
go’ and that ‘we’re not
going to accept this
anymore. But the people themselves can be
recovered.” Individuals
may be more willing to
self reflect and make
changes in their morals
and values if they are approached with the mindset: “hey, you messed
up, but we will forgive
you and continue to support you if you change,”
instead of “you messed
up and we will never forgive you.”
The purpose behind
cancel culture may be
productive, but the execution must be changed
if we want to live in a time
where privileged people
of power and influence
are held accountable for
their actions. Without
this change, it is unclear
whether people will actually change for the better
or just continue to view
themselves as the victim
of an angry, irrational internet mob.

glacial mechanics, said.
“Most of the countries
on earth have pledged
to reduce their carbon
emissions over the next
few years, and if you add
up those pledges, they
aren’t nearly enough

to prevent a serious increase in Earth’s temperature. We’ve seen
many effects from what
can be attributed, in
part, to climate change.
We don’t need more oil.
What we need is an em-

phasis on renewable energy resources.”
As the semester progresses, the Defenders
of Wildlife will continue to campaign for the
protection of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge.

They are planning on
sending out petitions to
Maine State Sens. Susan
Collins and Angus King
to urge them to vote to
protect the wildlife refuge and classify the land
as wilderness. Currently,

the UMaine Defenders
of Wildlife have 663 of
the 1,000 signatures that
they need to send to
Reps. Collins and King.
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The saga of Trump’s tax returns calls into
question ethical standards for candidates

Nate Poole
Contributor

Two years and 242
days into the presidency of Donald J. Trump
and the only thing that
has become clear over
all that time is just how
unclear he prefers the
details of his life beyond the Oval Office
photo ops to be. With
democratic
primary elections looming,
American voters are
going to be forced to
determine how they
view the office of the
president and how
they would like the occupant of that seat to
view the office’s relationship to their electorate. There is arguably no better place to
start, concerning the
role and requirements
of a president, than
the saga of the sitting

Kate Ladstatter
Contributor

president’s tax returns.
The most recent chapter in the
battle to reveal the history of the president’s
financial decisions and
how truthful he has
been with the American public concerning
the subject has taken place both on the
eastern and western
seaboards of the nation. In New York, the
Manhattan District Attorney
subpoenaed
eight years of the president’s tax returns to
determine if the Trump
Organization had committed fraud by making
payments to the pornstar Stormy Daniels.
In California, the state
government passed a
law requiring all candidates to release their
tax returns for the last
five years in order to
have their name in-

cluded on the primary
ballot. In both cases,
Donald Trump’s team
of attorneys succeeded in significantly stalling any efforts to bring
the president’s tax returns into the public
eye.
The
arguments that have been
employed by Trump
and his legal representatives have been
diverse, to say the
least. During the 2016
election and the early
days of his presidency, Trump’s excuse for
not releasing his tax
returns was that he
was under audit and
he pledged to release
them as soon as the
audits resolved. In response to these excuses, CNN published
a fact-checking article
in April which clarified
that since the Water-

gate era, presidents
have been frequently
subject to audits and
have released their
tax returns regardless.
Even Trump’s former
attorney and fixer Michael Cohen admitted
to the House Oversight
Committee that, despite asking for it, he
had never seen a copy
of the audit.
Since
then,
the arguments have
shifted
and
grown
more defensive outright, such as in the
case with the Manhattan District Attorney
where the president’s
attorneys argued that
“the founding fathers
believed that sitting
presidents should not
be subject to criminal
process,”
according
to a Vanity Fair article.
The attorneys also argued in the California

primary elections case
that, according to an
article in the LA Times,
“the California law
would unfairly force
the president to give
up his right to privacy
to keep his tax returns
confidential.”
What
once the president had
promised to eventually
release has, after two
years, become one of
the numerous secrets
that Trump refuses to
divulge, with no regard
for the inconsistency
of his arguments.
The
positive
outcome of these court
rulings, which have
stalled any meaningful progress towards
Trump’s tax returns
reaching the public
eye, is that actions
regarding the subject and the excuses
he has made for them
raise important ques-

tions for voters about
the role of transparency and accountability
in politics, especially in
the executive branch.
Should a president be
beholden to the electorate that he or she
supposedly serves? Is
a president entitled to
the same sort of privacy regarding their
business dealings as
Jeff Bezos, or even
more so? The answers
to these questions
should not be so hard
for the citizens of a nation predicated upon
checks and balances
and the rule of law. If
a high ethical standard
is to be set for the nation’s highest office,
then a high degree of
scrutiny should not be
fought, it should be
welcomed.

Financial management: the struggle
college students don’t tell you about

For a significant
portion of us, college is
the first time we’re truly in control of our own
finances. What we eat,
drink and choose to
purchase is completely
up to us and for quite a
number of people, this
can turn into a considerably large problem.
Parents, guardians or
people who just know
more about money
than us are no longer
immediately accessible when we need advice, ushering in a new
and unfamiliar era of
self-dependency that

can turn sour quickly
if a mindful approach
isn’t taken to conserving funds.
This is not to say
that every single student that steps foot
onto a college campus
is destined to immediately encounter devastating financial turmoil,
but a lot of us rack up
quite the bill from daily coffee(s), late-night
delivery food and miscellaneous items that
we for some reason
convince ourselves we
can’t live without.
Consulting resources both online and in
the environment directly around us can

be incredibly helpful
in learning ways to decrease spending and
become smarter with
our income. Oftentimes, it can be difficult
to reach out for help
but more often than
not, those around us
who have experienced
the very same, or at
least similar, situations
are eager to offer assistance or advice. A
few online resources
that are helpful to consult regarding financial
tips include forbes.
com, studentaid.gov,
and
nerdwallet.com.
It goes without saying
that there are numerous others that can be

instrumental in assisting our education in
the world of personal
finance but those are
just a few to start.
In the same vein,
budgeting apps can be
incredibly helpful in not
only helping individuals track their expenses but also in holding
them
accountable.
Applications such as
Mint,
PocketGuard,
and YouNeedABudget
are all resources that
can be downloaded
for free and utilized to
track the flow of one’s
income and expenses as well as uncover
trends of unnecessary
spending that oth-

erwise would go unnoticed. Some apps
also provide you with
in-depth guidance on
how to formulate a
budget and tips regarding strategies to
save money. I personally have found this
type of application to
be more than useful to
have on my phone and
without a doubt have
saved a good deal of
money as a result of
tracking my spending
habits through them.
As someone who
is still figuring this
complicated and often confusing world
of being self-sufficient
out, the biggest piece

of advice I can offer is
as follows: be logical,
safe and conservative
with your spending
but don’t take it to the
point where it serves
as a detriment to your
college
experience.
Still, go out and live,
but do so intelligently
and with your future
in mind. In the end,
college is one giant
learning
experience
and managing your finances is just one of
the plethora of lessons
you’ll take away from
your time at the University of Maine. If anything, just maybe don’t
go to the Dunkin’ in Alltown every single day.

How teen angst will solve climate change
Kylie Welch
Contributor
Historically,
teenagers have been told
that their ideas have
no merit, or that their
opinions and stances are too dramatic
and not fully developed because of their
young age. However, in recent history,
this attitude has been
challenged thanks to
groups of teenage activists who are taking
a stand to surpass
adults who hold the
microphone regarding
large social issues. The
growth of the internet
and the rapid ways
in which ideas can
be shared around the
globe have contributed
to today’s teenagers
being able to reach a
larger audience; In doing so, these teens are
furthering their chances of convincing the
greater population that
young doesn’t mean
ignorant.
Take, for example, Greta Thunberg,
a 16-year-old Swedish activist who has
reached
fame
and
notoriety for both her
young age and her
stance
on
climate
change regulation. On
Wednesday, Sept. 18,

Thunberg addressed
the United States Congress and compared
the regulations Sweden has to the U.S.’s
own. She then chastised President Donald
Trump for pulling out of
the Paris Agreement,
an agreement within the United Nations
that works for climate
change
prevention
and mitigation. CNN
reports that Thunberg
takes her role as an
advocate so seriously that to travel to the
U.S., she took a zero-emissions sailboat
from Sweden rather
than flying in order to
reduce carbon emissions.
Thunberg is just one
case of a teenager who
has made their voice
known in recent years;
after the 2018 shooting
in Parkland, Florida,
the media watched as
many students that experienced this horrific
event came forward
to tell their stories and
advocate for stronger
gun regulation laws
and appeals. After
being told for generations that teenagers
are secondary citizens
to adults and that their
changing brains result
in unstable ideas and
poor judgment, a gen-

eration of youths have
emerged who are fed
up with being belittled
and reduced simply to
children who are unable to think for themselves or form their
own ideas.
Teenagers are some
of our most vital assets when it comes to
activism and advocacy
because they are witnessing what it means
to be an active member
in society for the first
time, with fresh eyes,
where many adults
have become numb to
the problems faced in
everyday life because
of
certain
political
agendas and administrations. Teenagers
can use this clear view
of the world to help
fuel the outrage that is
necessary in creating a
successful campaign.
Teenagers have the
poor reputation for being moody and angry,
but that is exactly what
is needed to get voices
heard, a group of people who aren’t afraid to
speak their minds and
step up to the plate
when they feel like
something isn’t working how it should. We
all need to take pointers from these growing minds and respect
their ideas as they

come to fruition about
the injustices that we
as Americans face,

and trust them to take
the reins because, at
the end of the day, the

kids are alright.

THUMBS

UP

Pets in Halloween costumes
Climate action

DOWN

Everything else
Fossil fuels

Area 51

Not finding any
aliens

Fall Equinox

Its dark at
6:30pm

Apple and
Pumpkin Picking

Apples that aren’t crisp
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Crossword

onlinecrosswords.net. Answer key located on A5
Across
1. Israeli flier
5. Gladiator’s protection
11. Deli favorite

14. Road marker
15. Genghis Khan follower
16. Zsa Zsa’s sister

17. In a passionate
manner
19. ‘’Wolfman’’ portrayer
Chaney Jr.

20. Alpha’s opposite
21. Piedmont wine
center
22. Disown
23. John Dos Passos
trilogy
25. Jazz saxophonist
Getz
27. Best
34. El Dorado’s treasure
35. Unadulterated
36. Henley boat
37. Lively dance
40. Busy person’s alleged work load
41. ___ Hawkins
42. Type of political
campaign
43. Gardenia or lilac
45. Movie format
46. New baby, often
50. Shakespeare’s King
51. ___ Na Na
52. ‘’Woe is me!’’
54. Dusseldorf denial
58. Bandleader Shaw
62. 86,400 seconds
63. Binding, as a contract
65. Hwy. crosser
66. No more than
67. Humerus connector
68. Damage
69. Measure of success,
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for some
70. Response to ‘’Shall
we?’’
Down
1. Sound rebound
2. Come into view
3. Stud fee?
4. American or National
5. Avg.
6. Laugh track refrain
7. Furies
8. Coup d’___
9. Luxuriant
10. Kind of cell or wall
11. ‘’I Am Woman’’
woman
12. Stratford-on-___
13. Lots and lots
18. LEM agency
22. Russian villa
24. Hi-fi component
26. Hardy heroine
27. Charley horse
28. Psychotherapy patient, at times
29. ‘’___ Africa’’
30. Tolkien character
31. Mortise insertion
32. Martini garnish
33. Addressed the court
34. Greek peak
38. Macy’s specials

39. Kind of code
44. ___ judicata (decided
case)
47. Elaborately adorned
48. Herring
49. Sharp rebuke
52. First of all?
53. Etna output
55. Humorist Bombeck
56. It may be false
57. Political cartoonist
Thomas
59. Story by Chaucer
60. ‘’___ that special?’’
61. JFK postings
63. ‘’Hee ___’’
64. Last in a series

Word Search: OLD WEST
BANKER
BARKEEP
BILLY THE KID
BOOT HILL
BRAND
CAMPFIRE
CATTLE DRIVE
CHAPARRAL
COAL
CORRAL
COWBOY
DOC HOLLIDAY
FARRIER
FORT
FURS
GOLD MINE
GOLD PANNING

GRAZE
HIRED GUN
HOGS
HOMESTEAD
HOTEL
JUDGE
LARIAT
LAWMAN
LIVESTOCK
MINER
OUTLAW GANG
PISTOL
PLOW HORSE
POSSE
RAILROAD
RANCH
RATTLESNAKE
RIFLE

SADDLE
SALOON
SHERIFF
SHOPKEEPER
SITTING BULL
STAGECOACH
TELEGRAPH
TRACKER
TRAIL
TRAIN
UNDERTAKER
WATER TANK
WELL

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Sudoku
Each row, column and 3x3 square must have numbers 1 - 9 in any order, but
each digit can only appear once. There is only one correct answer.
Difficulty level: Hard

via @dieghoe

puzzles.ca. Answer key located on A5

Word Scramble: Butterfly
1. arval

6. papu

2. tsnlpa

7. xthora

3. htach

8.agnder

4. tlaud

9. ctearn

5. gnswi

via gunther-xii

stnalp
apup
xaroht
sgniw

tluda
nedrag
hctah
avral
ratcen

bigactivities.com

Flip this page for
puzzle answers
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The Lumineers turn new album
into cinematic experience

King thriller sells out box office
for the second time

Welcome to “Next Level Charli”

Photo via genius.com

Photo via cinemablend.com

Photo via en.wikipedia.com

RATING
Ali Tobey
Contributor
The Lumineers have
stepped out of the typical folk mold and created an album that is an
entire cinematic experience. “III” follows the
life of the Sparks family
(Gloria, her son Jimmy
and Gloria’s grandson
Junior), their battle with
addiction and the destructiveness that follows. The band also released a music video to
accompany each song,
creating a cinematic experience to accompany
their music.
This album follows
the typical majesty and
grace that The Lumineers have been known
for. While it is hard to
live up to the success of
songs like “Ho Hey” and
“Ophelia,” this album
and its selected singles
offer a different sound
and more thought-provoking lyrics. There are
three chapters in the
album, each pertaining
to a different member of
the Sparks family.
The first song, “Donna,” introduces Gloria
Sparks. It is told from
the second-person point
of view and describes
what Gloria has said and
done in her life. “Donna”
flows effortlessly into
the second song on the
album, “Life in the City.”
The Lumineers take
well-known lines from
their song, “Sleep On
The Floor” and use them
as the bridge. The lines
“And if the sun don’t
shine on me today / And
if the subways flood and
bridges break / Will you
just lay down and dig
your grave? / Or will you
rise against your dying
day?” speak to events in
Gloria’s life, asking if she
will crumble or stand up
to the negative events
in her life. This chapter
closes out with the song
“Gloria.”
The next chapter is
about Junior Sparks,
Gloria’s grandson. “It
Wasn’t Easy to Be Happy for You” details Junior’s first heartbreak.
He tries to be happy for
his partner as she decides to move on. The
next song, “Leader of
the Landslide” discusses Junior’s relationship
with his abusive father
and his father’s addiction. Junior grows up
and sees that his dad’s
addiction and violent
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nature is hurting his
family and decides that
he doesn’t want to follow in his footsteps. To
close the chapter, Junior
moves away from his father’s house in “Left for
Denver.”
The final chapter is
about Jimmy Sparks,
Gloria’s son and Junior’s
father. The first track,
“My Cell,” eerily tells of a
man who feels so utterly
alone, like he is trapped
in a jail cell. “Jimmy
Sparks” tells his life story, detailing his alcohol
and gambling addiction.
The song takes a turn
when Junior encounters
his dad after leaving
home. The final song
“Salt and the Sea” describes Junior and Jimmy’s relationship from
Jimmy’s point of view.
This is the third album that the Denver,
Colorado-based group
has released. Each song
is well written and is
within their familiar folk/
rock style. This album
tells a story seamlessly
throughout and provides
perspective on families
that battle abuse and
addiction. They also
have songs that are
more relatable to the
majority of their audience. They sing about
heartbreak, loss and
feelings of hopelessness
and love. This album is
well worth a listen and a
watch.

Bria Lamonica
Contributor
Weird, quirky and
strange, “IT Chapter 2”
does not fail to surprise
Stephen King fans as the
second and final installment of the “IT” movies.
Based on King’s horror
novel set in the fictional
town of Derry, ME, “IT”
follows the return of seven friends to their hometown to kill Pennywise, a
clown that lures children
to the sewers of Derry to
eat them, once and for
all. Twenty-seven years
have passed and Pennywise has returned to get
revenge on the group and
to wreak havoc on the
town once again.
The movie’s running
time is a whopping two
hours and 50 minutes,
which might be a factor
that has been keeping
some people from enjoying the flick. Although
lengthy, the film includes
enough interesting action
and plot development
that keeps you interested
in the story. The last hour
of “IT” is almost entirely
dedicated to an elaborate
and lengthy climax that
drastically differs from
any of Stephen King’s
other horror films. This is
the reason for such a long
running-time.
The cast of “IT” includes many familiar
horror film faces such
as Jessica Chastain as
Beverly Marsh, Bill Hader
as Richie Tozier, James
McAvoy as Bill Denbrough, Bill Skarsgard
as Pennywise and Jay
Ryan as Ben Hanscom.
King himself makes an
appearance as a secondary character in the film,
playing an antique store
owner who Bill bought his
old bike, “Silver,” from.
Overall, the costumes
and sets were the most
well-done aspects of the
film. Each character wore
clothing that well reflected their personality and
age, and there was quite
a contrast between what
each character wore in
present-day versus when
they were kids. Pennywise’s character was a
mixture of funny, strange
and horrific. This was reflected in his balloon-like
18th-century clown costume and his over-thetop head, lips, and red
wig. His character looked
cartoonish in the scariest way. This was done
purposefully in order to
create a child-like crea-

ture that would seem
the ablest to lure in and
scare children. Actor Bill
Skarsgard also uses his
lazy eye and bottom lip
to create an even more
interesting and terrifying
look and sound.
The movie was overall a mixture of scary and
creepy because of the
jump scares and precarious situations that
the seven friends found
themselves in. A few
parts of the movie that
shocked me and other
members of the audience were the more vulgar and R-rated scenes
that involved a naked old
woman, a spider with a
human head and other
King-inspired weird and
awe-inspiring twists. I really enjoyed the fact that
the movie included the
characters as both kids
growing up in the past,
and as adults 27 years
later in the present day.
I enjoyed the movie
thoroughly up until the
chaos at the end, but if
you are looking for a horror movie that scares you
to the bone throughout
its entirety, this isn’t the
flick for you. I found the
jump scares usually more
humorous than scary because of their weirdness
and interesting looking
characters, and I heard
laughter in the audience
instead of screams. I also
recommend going to
the bathroom before the
movie starts, because
it is in fact almost three
hours long.

Noah Loveless
Contributor
In the recent evolution of pop, there are
a few artists who have
actively made an effort
to stand on the cusp
and push pop music,
and music in general,
forward into wonderful
and creative territory. One artist who has
broken
considerable
ground is the British
pop star Charli XCX.
She attracted attention
early in her career with
hits like “Boom Clap”
and co-writing songs
like “Fancy” performed
by her and Iggy Azalea. But in the past few
years, Charli XCX has
been moving steadily
away from the conventional pop world, embracing more cutting
edge artists like SOPHIE and working with
producer AG Cook,
both of whom have
crafted unique pop-esque music that are as
catchy and dancy as
challenging and abrasive. Her last several
releases, including mixtapes “Number 1 Angel” and “Pop 2,” have
demonstrated Charli’s
take on these styles,
and were masterful
and innovative releases
in their own right. But
even with all these releases, before “Charli,”
it had been five years
since her last album
and fans and the world
were eagerly waiting.
The first song
on “Charli” is “Next
Level Charli” which
should make her intentions clear — this
record is about development; it is a record
of change, growth, and
her exciting revolution.
“Charli” is an incredible next step for her
and stands as a sign
for what she wants pop
music to be working toward and maybe even
where pop music is on
its way to. With a flurry
of guests and features
as well as a simultaneous introspective bend
to the lyrical content,
“Charli” is a perfect example of how we don’t
have to be alone and
that often it is in the
party that we find comfort and our equals.
While the opening
track “Next Level Charli” feels like the introduction to the album,
the song that feels like

the true start of the album is “Gone,” which
was one of the six tracks
that were released as
singles before the album. “Gone” could be
said to be one of the
most powerful songs of
the year with Charli and
artist Christine and the
Queens trading verses
and singing the chorus together. The song
navigates tension and
introspective questions
of anxiety with energetic relatability. Between
their lyrical concerns
of personal uncertainty
and insecurity, and the
energetic,
pounding,
larger-than-life nature
of the music, the song
takes on a mighty and
anthemic quality.
But in many ways,
these personal concerns and themes of introspection, which are
central to the album,
are conveyed in much
quieter and intimate
ways on the rest of the
album. “Charli” is full
of stories that sound
like they come directly
from Charli XCX’s own
life, tracing conflicts
and personal drama
throughout. But it is really irrelevant to know
her life, the album is
really about the experience of the listener. In
that respect her words
are compelling and her
message is relatable
and comforting. For her
to share as she does
on “Charli” is a gift to
listeners and the music
world, offering solace
and comfort and even
reasons to party. On
her latest album, Charli
XCX offers a really special work that, by turning so inward, has just
as much burst outward
offering a real connection. “Charli” follows
one’s lows and turmoil
but also one’s highs;
even in its whispers,
“Charli” explodes with
swagger and bombast
that assures you that
even if your world is
chaos you might as well
shake it.
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Therapy dogs at UMaine help
students reduce stress

Ali Tobey
Contributer
The beginning of
the semester can be
a very stressful time
for students trying to
get acclimated to their
course
schedules,
homework and extracurricular activities or
jobs. The Raymond H.
Folger Library is making an effort to help
reduce these stresses
that college students
face.
On Sept. 12, 18
and 19, Fogler Library
welcomed a group of
licensed therapy dogs
and their handlers to
interact with University of Maine students
and staff. Whether you
are a stressed college
student or just a lover
of dogs, therapy dogs
can brighten your day
and increase happiness. According to
pawsforpeople.org,
pet therapy can lower
blood pressure, improve cardiovascular
health, release endorphins that have a calming effect and produce
a relaxation response,
reducing stress and
anxiety. Meeting therapy dogs in the library
also allows students
the opportunity to socialize and meet others
in a low-pressure envi-

ronment.
“It seems like everyone who spends
time with the therapy
dogs is less stressed
than they were before
the visits and you can
absolutely tell how
quickly
someone’s
expression
changes
the moment they walk
through the library and
see the dogs here.
Even if someone only
spends a few minutes
with the therapy dogs,
it’s clear that they’re in
a better mood because
of it. On the other
hand, plenty of people
stop by just because
they love dogs,” Brad
Beauregard, the public
relations manager at
Fogler Library, said.
Therapy dogs have
also been shown to
lessen
depression,
decrease feelings of
isolation and provide a
sense of comfort and
community.
Recent
studies by American
Humane have shown
that therapy dogs can
even benefit children
undergoing treatment
for cancer.
“The visits provide
several benefits for the
campus
community.
The visits make people
happier. They reduce
stress and anxiety, and
they’re a great way for
students to interact

Students pet the therapy dogs brought in by Fogler Library.
with each other outside
of class,” Beauregard
said. “The therapy dog
handlers also do an incredible job of engaging with students and
making them feel at
home, which is exactly
how we want people to
feel when they visit the
library.”
Fogler
Library
brings
in
handlers
through different organizations and networks
to schedule visits.
Dogs are cared for by

different owners and
are contacted through
the network. Each handler undergoes training
with their dog in order
to be certified as a
therapy dog and provide aid to those who
need it.
“All of our handlers
have gone through a
certification test with
an organization that
licenses therapy dogs,
but the specific organization varies from handler to handler. Thera-

py Dogs International
and Pet Partners are
two of the more common organizations our
handlers have been
certified by … many of
them have been visiting Fogler with their
dogs for years,” Beauregard said.
Fogler
Library
brings in the dogs nine
times per year. They
will be back for three
days during fall and
spring finals. Once the
visits are scheduled,

Photo by Antyna Gould.
they will be posted on
the library website,
social media accounts
and on signs throughout the library.

Falling in love with a small desert town
Owen Baertlein
Contributor
The
American
Southwest is a place
like no other. It’s an
unforgiving desert, a
welcoming home, a
dry, dusty wasteland
and a land of lush and
fertile oases. Unknown
Slickrock
backroads
lead to long-forgotten
canyons populated by
petroglyphs etched by
civilizations left behind
long ago by a nation
progressing on coal,
uranium and gasoline.
Its culture is unique; its
people, places, food,
drink and land are unlike any other in the
world. The southwest
desert is a country in
and of itself, and like
any country, it has a
capital, its quintessential town, its cultural
center. This place is
Williams, Arizona.
This small town is
home to gravel-gutted ranchers, roughand-tumble
hunters,
callused
firefighters
and weathered farmhands. In 1984, Route
66, the thin black artery running through
downtown
Williams,

Abroad

from A12
“One of the best ways
to do that is to study
abroad. Whether it is a
full semester or one of
the short term courses over the summer
that we offer, it really
gives you a chance to
see a different point
of view on things and
learn about how people live.”
Some of the current
travel courses offered

was bypassed by I-40.
By this time, my father had lived in Williams for 22 years. He
recounts stories of
being worked to the
bone by his own father,
my Grandpa Dan, and
countless delinquencies. Thirty-three years
later, I moved to Williams for the summer
to work for the Forest
Service and instantly fell in love with the
small high desert town
of 2,000 people.
Williams is a town
that is often overrun
by tourists. Located 45 minutes east of
Flagstaff and an hour
south of the rim of the
Grand Canyon, it’s in a
perfect spot to claim
the title of Gateway to
the Grand Canyon. The
main drag, Route 66, is
a westbound one-way
road, a line drive right
through the middle of
town. If you happen
to forget the traffic
laws on the main drag,
a local eatery, Rod’s
Steakhouse, has a sign
facing the opposite direction of traffic that
reads “You’re going
the wrong way, dummy. Turn around.” Over

the years, old 66 has
been turned into what
resembles a miniature
Vegas strip. Bright absurdly-colored
neon
lights throw clashing
shadows up against
the glass brick walls
of the Canyon Club, a
local bar complete with
a blinking arrow sign
that looks more vintage than most Americana that the stores in
town carry. Old beatup Ford pickups cruise
past a Dairy Queen
that looks untouched
since the 1960s, complete with groups of
teenagers out front enjoying a warm desert
summer evening. All in
all, Williams is a town
bypassed by both I-40
and time, a high desert
village that refuses to
give up its glory days
of the 20th century.
Northern
Arizona
is well-known for a
unique desert culture
that is hard to find
anywhere else. North
of the Mogollon Rim,
long gone are the towering saguaro cacti
of Phoenix and Tucson, and the scorching desert highways
give way to narrow

and winding mountain
roads. Here, wherever
scrub brush doesn’t
dominate the wideopen desert lands,
skyscraping
ponderosa pines choke the
land, creating dangerous fire conditions in
the dry months of the
early summer. Soon
after this short period of dehydration and
heatstroke,
though,
thunderheads pound
this dust-choked land
with rain that seems
endless. The Santa
Fe Dam in town overflows, water runs down
4th Street like a raging
river, leaving the main
drag now frequented only by the long,
white trucks of the local Forest Service district, huge worn tires
throwing up rooster
tails of red muddy water. Soon, the hail will
come, doing its best
to beat this already
strained land further
into submission. Cattle
low under the relentless, whipping rain,
horses seek shelter
from pea-sized hail under the vanilla-scented
pines. This age of cold,
painful rain and malev-

olent hail soon passes,
only to be replaced by
something just as fearful: lightning.
Bolts rip across the
sky, lighting every aging old snag, every
pile of dead brush,
every ounce of overlooked,
sun-baked,
wind-weathered
old
wood. These storms
are certainly an omen
of smoke and flame on
the horizon. But here,
in Williams, the people know what to do.
They trim down their
property, make sure no
brush is too close to
their homes, and call
the Forest Service the
second lightning start
rears its ugly head. It
is not unusual to see
a rancher or landowner out with one of the
wildland fire crews
with his or her own
chainsaw, eager to put
in the help to save their
tiny parcel of land.
These people are
the richest I have ever
seen. Their old trucks,
rust coating the similarly colored dust below, fly down dirt roads
at speeds that would
make
the
rangers
sweat. They enjoy a

kind of freedom in life
that is unavailable to
many others, afforded
to them by hard work,
callused and blistered
hands, and sweaty
shirt collars. They work
hard day in and day
out, do not complain
and enjoy every second of it. They are true,
honest blue-collar folk
who work like the generation before them
and the generation
before that. They have
helped make this town
what it is and will keep
the priceless lifeblood
of
tourism
flowing
down Route 66 here in
Williams, Arizona.

through UMaine include Biology 309 with
a trip to the Bahamas,
Anthropology 477 with
a trip to Croatia, and
English 429 with a trip
to Cuba. There are also
many ways and opportunities to study for
full semesters abroad,
either with a university
program or outside organization.
“I think it is so important to encourage
people to study abroad
and for our school to
help make that hap-

pen,” third-year nursing student Kenzie
Farrell said. “There is
so much more to the
world than Maine, and
some people won’t
ever really get to understand that until they
leave. It’s nice to go to
a school that encourages studying abroad
and that helps provide
resources for us.”
Students were able
to sign in at the study
abroad fair and provide contact information that could help

get them connected
to more study abroad
events and information
sessions. They also
had the option of signing up to receive fliers
and information about
specific programs or
talk to representatives
at those tables. Many
of the tables handed
out pamphlets, snacks,
candy and other free
treats for students to
enjoy as they learned
about all of the different study abroad opportunities.

“Studying
abroad
will definitely put you
somewhere out of your
comfort zone,” Farrell
said. “Once you get
out of that comfort
zone, you come to realize that you have to
rely only on yourself.
We currently have more
girls studying abroad
than boys at the university, and we hope to
change that by holding
fairs like this one and
getting students to be
more open. In order to
experience something

amazing and new, you
have to leave the environment you are comfortable in, but it is so
worth it.”
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Common Ground Country
Fair: a health food heaven

Food trucks at the Common Ground Fair.

Sierra Semmel
Contributor
Falling on the third
weekend after Labor
Day each fall, the Common Ground Country Fair, put on by the
Maine Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association (MOFGA),
is one of Maine’s biggest events of the year.
Home to hundreds of
Maine-based vendors
and businesses selling
their crafts, farms selling their products, animal shows, educational speakers and more,
the Common Ground
Fair
draws
about
60,000 people to the
fairground each year.
And although there’s
much to unpack each
year when the fair
comes and goes, one
of the most interesting
aspects of the event is
the food for sale, since
it is far from your typical fair food.
With classic options

like hot dogs, french
fries and fried dough
available, it’s easy to
forget the fair’s guidelines: all food must be
locally sourced and organic — with no added
sugar. Whether it be
vegetables and cheeses for sale by a farmer, or full meals from a
food truck, all vendors
must go through a bit
of a process before
they’re approved to
make an appearance
at the fair. The process in place strictly
ensures that the food
follows these guidelines. So, the dessert
you enjoyed at the
fair this past weekend
might not have been as
guilt-inducing as you’d
expect.
With the no-added-sugar
guideline
as a constraint, food
vendors get creative
with their sweetener
options. Pie Cones is a
vendor that was created specifically for the

Photo by Sierra Semmel.
Common Ground Fair
in 1992 and has been
a staple of the fair ever
since. This year they
had two locations within the fair’s grounds.
Jessica Small, daughter of Pie Cones owner
and creator, Frances
Walker, talked about
the guidelines.
“We don’t use any
sugar — it has to be
organic and locally
sourced with no sugar,” said Small. “We
use honey and maple
syrup and molasses to
sweeten [the pies].”
The pie cones Small
sells resemble flatter,
wider ice cream cones,
slightly smaller than
a piece of pizza. The
cones are then filled
with a choice of pie fillings, such as blueberry
or strawberry rhubarb,
and can be layered
with a creamier option,
such as cheesecake,
pumpkin cheesecake
or chocolate. They
also sell Indian pud-

ding sweetened without any added sugar.
MOFGA’s website
calls the Pie Cone “one
of the unique products to surface” from
the fair, and although
Walker opened a takeout Pie Cone stand in
East Belfast years ago,
she has since designated it as a Common
Ground
Fair-specific
business, now preparing year-round for this
single weekend in the
fall.
Although Pie Cones
is an impressive example of creativity in
following
MOFGA’s
guidelines, there are
many other notable
food options at the
fair that make it an organic foodie’s dream.
From tofu fries and
veggie burgers to butternut-squash
pizza on a whole-wheat
crust to classics like
the bloomin onion and
fried dough, the fair
has something for ev-
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eryone. The variety of
food makes it easy to
overlook the guidelines each vendor had
to adhere to. There
were lemonades and
limeades
sweetened
with honey, as well as
Maine-made
sodas,
chai tea sweetened
with cinnamon and
spices and more.
The rules on MOFGA’s food policy are
spelled out in a fairly
simple decision tree,
which begins by asking
vendors if the product,
ingredient or item is
organic and produced
in Maine, and if not,
is there a reasonable
substitute that is? According to the food
policy, ingredients or
items from outside of
Maine are acceptable,
but only if the farmers
who produce it share
the mission of MOFGA and produce their
items organically and
sustainably; the application process even
states that “Area Coordinators give preference to applicants who
make their products
with sustainably harvested natural resources from Maine.”
To get approved to
sell food products at
the fair, even if those
products are just a
small part of a vendor’s items for sale,
the vendor must read
and adhere to the food
policy before applying,
which very specifically
spells out the farming
and production practices that MOFGA accepts and defines as
sustainable. The Fair
office then approves of
the application after “a
thorough review of ingredients and ingredient sources,” according to MOFGA.org.

In addition to being
locally sourced and
organic, the Common
Ground Fair also has
significantly more vegan and vegetarian options than an average
fair. There were options such as hummus
and eggplant wraps,
falafel, vegetarian pizzas, vegetarian curries,
a mushroom station
and more. A standout
each year is Hiewa
Tofu, a stand that sells
unique twists on the
staple vegetarian protein source, including
maple cinnamon tofu
sticks and tofu fries.
If you missed the
fair this year, they’ll
be back in 2020, three
weeks after Labor Day,
waiting with open arms
to fill not only your (reusable) shopping bags
but also your stomachs. So come hungry
and leave knowing that
the Common Ground
Country Fair has only
the highest of standards.

#YouMaine: Snyder promotes activism
as co-chair of the Feminist Collective
Brielle Hardy
Contributor
Amongst the over
200 clubs and organizations at the University of Maine is the
Feminist Collective, of
which Miranda Snyder
is a co-chair.
Snyder is a
third-year secondary
education student with
a concentration in English. She joined the
Feminist Collective as
a first-year and has
been actively involved
in it ever since.
“I
decided to join because I
have long identified
as a feminist. In high
school, I started my
own feminist student
organization, so joining
the Feminist Collective
was the natural stepup from my previous
experience and passions,” Snyder said.
Synder
and
Hannah Thomson, the
other co-chair, have
many duties as cochairs of the Feminist
Collective. They lead
weekly meetings that
take place at 5:45 p.m.
on Wednesdays in the
Totman room in the

Memorial Union. On
their student organization page, the group
describes themselves
as “a community association advocating for
equal rights for women
and any student who
identifies with any aspect of womanhood;
this includes transgender, non-binary, and/or
gender fluid students
who feel that their relationship with womanhood and/or their
reproductive capabilities is why they need
support.”
Synder
and
Thomson also organize events, facilitate
community outreach,
collaborate with other
student organizations
and implement training
and new activities for
members of the Feminist Collective.
One of their
events is the Vagina
Monologues, an episodic play written by
Eve Ensler that premiered over 20 years
ago, in 1996. Over the
years, feminist organizations have kept this
play alive as it remains
relevant for women
even today. In a range

of emotional, hilarious
and vulnerable performances,
UMaine
women reenact these
monologues.
Rarely are women given
space or time to talk
about their vaginas, so
Eve Ensler wanted to
break the silence. She
interviewed hundreds
of women, ranging in
age, ethnicity, profession and sexual orientation.
In an excerpt from
her book, “The Vagina
Monologues,” Ensler
says, “At first women
were reluctant to talk.
They were a little shy.
But once they got going, you couldn’t stop
them. Women secretly
love to talk about their
vaginas. They get very
excited, mainly because no one’s ever
asked them before.”
The
Vagina
Monologues is just one
of the many events
the Feminist Collective hosts. Synder’s
personal favorite is
Take Back the Night,
an annual event that
gives survivors of sexual violence a chance
to share their stories.
Following the perfor-

mances, anyone who
is interested is welcome to join in a march
around campus.
“It’s a way for
the survivors to ‘take
back the night’ from
those who hurt them
during that time. The
event is immensely
powerful and perfectly
illustrates the bravery
of survivors,” Snyder
shares.
This
year,
the
event is taking place
from 7-9:30 p.m. in
the North Pod of the
Memorial Union on
Wednesday, Oct. 23rd.
Working with
a group of young, motivated students who
take pride in their gender identity has been a
really positive experience for Snyder during
the past three years.
“From being a
member, my activism
and organizing skills
have been sharpened.
I have learned so much
about different activism strategies and efforts from discussions
with my fellow members. However, the
most impactful thing I
have taken away from
being a part of the

Third-year Miranda Snyder’s
smile shines brighter than a
midsummer sun.
Feminist Collective is
the sense of support
and community surrounding activism on
the UMaine campus,”
Synder said. “One cannot do activist work
alone, and the collaborative, supportive and
enriching community
that the activists at

Photo by
Antyna Gould.
UMaine have given me
is a true testament to
that.”
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Jon Pardi - Heartache Medication
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New restaurant O.T.O. offers fresh
takes on established food items

go!
What’s happening
in and around
Orono this week

Tuesday,
September 24
UMaine UVote
National Voter
Registration Day
Event
9:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m.
University Mall

Old Town’s newest restaurant, O.T.O., or Out of The Ordinary.

Noah Loveless
Contributor
College is all about
change and growth.
It only makes sense,
then, that the towns
and communities (and
specifically
restaurants) around colleges
will grow and change
as well. It is with the
eye to evolution that
the Orono and Old
Town (and beyond)
communities welcome
O.T.O, or “Out of the
Ordinary,” a new pizza
and specialty burger
restaurant located in
Old Town.
O.T.O., the creation of Kyle Lemieux
and Ida McChesney,
opened in December
2018. This new restaurant should be met
with considerable excitement to the college
student community for
their unique brand of
pizza and burgers, including a rotating series of specialty pizzas
and “stuffed” burgers.
This month the establishment is featuring
the Taste of Italy Pizza and the Ciao Bella
Burger, both of which
list ingredients as a
ricotta, pepperoni and

sausage,
mozzarella, marinara, while the
burger boasts a fried
ravioli topping as well.
Founder and
manager Kyle Lemieux
offered some information about how the
restaurant came to
be, explaining, “I have
personally been in the
restaurant industry for
12 years,” working in
several establishments
throughout Maine. One
reason that Lemieux
decided to open O.T.O
was his knack for crafting creative dishes at
home with family and
friends.
“When I lived in
Southern Maine, every week my wife Stefanie and I would have
friends over for dinner
night. This is where a
lot of my burger creations started. My first
stuffed burger ever
created was our jalapeno popper burger, followed by our
Thanksgiving burger,
then more and more
creations every week
after that,” Lemieux
said.
“Occasionally
we would change it up
and do pizzas which
sparked the outta the
ordinary pizza cre-

ations as well.”
This idea of food
being “out of the ordinary” is exactly the
experience
Lemieux
wants his customers to
have too.
“We want our guests
to step out of [their] everyday routine and [the]
same old monotonous
meals and try something new. Something
that is guaranteed to
make your taste buds
jump with joy. Our creations are far from your
everyday normal eats,”
Lemieux said.
Lemieux approaches food ideas with an
open mind, not afraid
to hear from others.
“My creativity in the
kitchen comes from a
lot of different places.
It could be something
I have tried before that
gives me inspiration to
create my own version,
or someone saying to
me that I should create
something and I give
it a shot! I like to tell
people that I’m a little
twisted when it comes
to food and will make
things work that you
don’t think will! I try
to take items or meals
that you wouldn’t typically think go together

Photo by Haylee Scovil.
and make them go together. Every item that
we test in the kitchen
has to go through our
employees and neighbors. If the general
consensus is not that
it’s amazing [then] [it’s]
back to the drawing
boards until it is. I will
not put something out
there that is not going
to wow every person
that eats it,” Lemieux
said.
When you look at
the menu, it quickly becomes apparent
that O.T.O. is exploring new culinary creations with each meal.
Lemieux further highlighted some ways that
he wants to show that
O.T.O is different from
other restaurants.
“The difference with
us is that we are taking
combinations that you
wouldn’t think would
work and making them
work. For instance
our Crab Rangoon
Pizza, our best-selling pizza is made with
our house-made crab
rangoon filling as a
base then topped with
crab pieces and pizza cheese and then
after it’s cooked, [it
is] finished with fried

wontons, green onions
and Thai chili sauce.
None of our specialty
pizzas have red sauce
as the base,” Lemieux
said.
It would only make
sense that Lemieux’s
passion extends beyond the kitchen; he
has big hopes for getting the word out about
all things out of the ordinary.
“I would love to grow
O.T.O. as a brand, and
eventually, open more
locations. My current
goal is to get as involved in the community and university as
I can. I want people to
realize how great our
food is and how cheap
it is for the quality that
you receive,” Lemieux
said.
As the food scene
in Orono and Old Town
area changes, with
restaurants and bars
opening and closing,
it is with excitement
that the University of
Maine community and
beyond can look to
O.T.O as an establishment that is willing to
break the mould and
give customers a place
to be equally surprised
and satisfied.

Tuesday,
September 24
Emily Cain:
Distinguished
Honors Graduate
Lecture
3:00 p.m. - 5:00
p.m.
Hauck
Auditorium
Wednesday,
September 25
How to Start Your
Own Side Hustle
4:00 p.m. - 5:30
p.m.
Foster Center
for Student
Innovation
Thursday,
September 26
Ghandi-Informed
Philosophy
4:00 p.m. - 5:45
p.m. Presentation
& Discussion
5:45 p.m. - 6:30
p.m. Reception
Buchanan Alumni
House
Saturday,
September 28
Bobby McFerrin
8:00 p.m. - 11:00
p.m.
The Collins
Center for the
Arts

Annual fair encourages students to go
abroad

Bria Lamonica
Contributor

Studying abroad is
a unique opportunity
for University of Maine
students to get out of
their comfort zones.
On Sept. 19 in the Memorial Union, students
and faculty gathered
together to participate
in the annual Study
Abroad Fair. The event
continued in the New
Balance Student Recreation Center that

evening to give students another chance
to gather information.
Many different study
abroad programs and
organizations
were
present at the event,
both from groups that
are affiliated with UMaine and outside independent
programs.
Some of these included CIS Abroad, University Studies Abroad
Consortium
(USAC),
UMaine Office of Major
Scholarships, School

for International Training (SIT), Academic
Programs International
(API) and UMaine International Programs.
“I think one of the
most vital parts of going to college is learning how to interact
with other people and
to be a good employee,” Beth Maberry, coordinator for summer
program development
in the division of lifelong learning said. “A
lot of our study abroad

courses and programs
are tailored to specific programs or majors, and we also offer
travel study general
education courses as
well. These give you a
chance to really learn
something new, and
add an interesting topic to your resume that
can help you later in
life as well.”
UMaine staff were
present at the event
to introduce upcoming travel courses that

are offered and to answer questions about
financial aid, scholarships and other areas
of university life. The
travel study program at
UMaine is something
that gives students the
opportunity to study
abroad without having
to stay out of the country for a full four-month
term. These courses
are regular classes that
are offered during the
regular spring semester and give students a

chance to experience
another country in a
shorter amount of time
for a more affordable
price.
“Regardless of your
major and what you
are studying, I think
it’s important to learn
about other cultures
and different perspectives so that you can
be a better participant
in the world after you
leave,” Maberry said.

See Abroad on A10
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UMAINE RESULTS

Women’s Soccer @ Siena College
Field Hockey vs Columbia University
Field Hockey vs Northeastern University
Football @ Colgate University

Loss
Loss
Loss
Win

0-1
2-3
3-6
35-21

FIELD HOCKEY
Field Hockey Edged out
by Columbia; Lose to
Northeastern later in week

Conference scores, standings and upcoming schedule on B4
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18-hole disc golf course on campus provides
additional activities for students at already

A view from the ninth hole of the recently completed disc golf course, right at the edge of the tree
line on campus.

Adam Cloutier
Contributor
Disc golf, a hybrid
of frisbee and golf, is
becoming one of the
fastest expanding activities in the U.S. More
and more people every day decide to pick
up the discs and hit
a course, and they’re
popping up throughout
the country. As more
courses are opening
up yearly, and more
players begin to pick
up the sport, leagues
and tournaments seem
to be on the horizon.
The sport tends to
draw participants into
the great outdoors, but
some choose to not

bear the weather in the
wintertime, either out
of fear of freezing or
losing their discs in the
snow. It is played with
the same scoring and
rules of regular golf but
is often praised for its
more relaxed etiquette
and attire.
Players start by using a driver disc, which
is a thin and aerodynamic disc that is designed to cut through
the air with ease, but
lacks the refined accuracy needed closer
to the basket. To approach the basket following a drive, players
use a mid-range disc,
which has a thinner
edge than the driver

and is slightly more
accurate. If unable to
score with a mid-range
disc, the next step
down is the putter disc,
with the thinnest lip
but the most accurate
release. Experienced
disc golfers often have
over 10 discs that they
use for different scenarios, but when first
starting the basic three
discs are plenty.
The University of
Maine has decided to
accompany the Disc
Golf Club by adding
a full 18 hole course
starting and ending
on campus, all located behind the New
Balance Recreational
Center. The first hole

starts directly behind
the center, conveniently structured in a loop
starting and ending in
the same spot. There
is a clear fairway for
all the holes and the
course is both accessible and easy to follow.
The holes range from
150 to 550 feet. The
front nine are in the
woods, so these holes
call for accuracy as
the main goal is to just
keep the discs in the
fairway. These holes
are currently maintained the best and
the ninth hole ends on
a paved path back to
campus, so if someone
may prefer to play nine
holes instead of the

Photo by Anytna Gould.
full 18, they can head
back onto campus
with ease. Holes 10-13
are in the fields, and
these are the longest
holes on the course.
Holes 14 and 15 are
often considered to
be the hardest holes,
and
inexperienced
disc golfers may want
to skip these holes to
avoid losing discs. The
course then ends with
three holes tailored to
all levels of disc golf,
with two field holes
and a simple woods
hole to round out the
loop.
As of right now the
course is still new and
is in need of some minor maintenance. Last

week, the University
of Maine Student Government, sent some
disc golfers out to play
the course and take
notes on how it could
be improved. The Recreation Center and the
facilities department of
campus are now using
those notes to update
the course, making it
easier to play without
hitting as many hazards and losing your
discs. The goal is to
continuously
update
the course, giving students another outlet in
the great outdoors on
our beautiful campus.

Patriots Week 2 recap
Alex Aidonidis
Contributor
At the end of week
14 last season, the
most unbelievable upset in recent New England Patriots history
came in the form of
the “Miami Miracle,”
as running back Kenyan Drake took a ridiculous run in for the
score as time expired.
This week, being week
2 of the 2019 NFL
season, ageless quarterback Tom Brady
delivered the Miami
massacre, with help
from the leagues’ topranked defense. In an
all-around
blowout
against the Miami Dolphins, new Dolphins
head
coach
Brian
Flores, who served as
the Patriots defensive
play-caller last season,

received the full wrath
of his former boss. Bill
Belichick, a guaranteed first-ballot Hall
of Fame head coach,
was questioned about
his choice to keep his
starters on the field in
the fourth quarter while
already up 37-0.
“If you don’t let
them score, you can’t
lose” the seemingly
emotionless Belichick
quickly answered. Not
one to ever be caught
up in the moment or
mistaking a single victory as some significance, something that
other head coaches do
so often, Belichick has
a chip on his shoulder
following the “Miami
Miracle.”
But now, in a new
season, with such turmoil from the front
office to the depth

chart, Miami stood no
chance against the defending league champions. New England’s
defense didn’t miss a
step without key 2018
defensive starter Trey
Flowers, who joined
the Detroit Lions in the
past offseason. The
Patriots
smothered
the Dolphins’ offense
with both long-time
journeyman
quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick
and second-year quarterback Josh Rosen
taking turns unsuccessfully
commanding Miami’s offense
through the game. In
their last seven contests, the Patriots’
defense has allowed
a total of 10 first-half
points. In this year’s
first two games they
have
allowed
only
three first-half points,

far and away the best
in the NFL, as the next
closest team is the
Green Bay Packers
defensive unit allowing
19 on the season. They
are also only letting up
246 yards per game,
which is 30 yards better than the next closest team, the Baltimore
Ravens. Going into the
season, this defensive
unit, on paper, had the
potential to be the best
group New England
has fielded since the
star-studded 2004 Super Bowl Champion
squad, but these two
first games have been
unfathomable.
The Patriots’ front
seven
has
shown
a suffocating pass
rush, racking up eight
sacks in two games,
which puts them in a
three-way tie for sec-

ond-most in the NFL.
After picking off Miami four times — that
puts that group at five
for the season, good
for first in the NFL —
two of the interceptions were returned for
touchdowns by linebacker Jamie Collins
and cornerback Stephon Gilmore. Glancing back over to the
other side of the ball,
and it is once again
hard to find a hole on
the roster.
After dropping 33
points on a talented
Pittsburgh
Steelers
defense, New England
acquired arguably the
best wide receiver in
Pittsburgh
Steelers
history, Antonio Brown.
The Patriots wasted no
time incorporating the
dynamic receiver in the
offense; Brown caught

three balls on just as
many targets in the
first half. Brown’s most
impressive catch of the
day came on his first
touchdown as a Patriot, easily catching a
20-yard back-shoulder
fade from Brady. Subsequently, as allegations have come forth
about Brown regarding
his involvement in misconduct with his trainer this past week, the
Patriots have released
him, as is the policy of
Belichick and owner
Robert Kraft.
If there was a downside to this blowout, it
was losing starting left
tackle Isaiah Wynn to
an injury. It is unclear
how much time Wynn
is expected to miss,
but it is worth noting

See Patriots on B6
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Field Hockey edged out by Columbia;
lose to Northeastern later in week

UMaine Women’s Field Hockey plays against Columbia and Northeastern.

Nick Boutin
Contributor
The University of
Maine field hockey
team fell to a tough
Columbia
University
Lions squad 3-2 on
Sunday, Sept. 15.
Columbia
went
right to work out of
the gates, drawing a
penalty corner in the
opening minutes of the
game. Off a scramble,
second-year midfielder
Allison Smith put home
her third goal of the
season to put the Lions
on top, 1-0. In the seventh minute, Columbia
used another corner to
generate three shots
that were all denied

Morgan Ford
Contributor

but were awarded a
penalty stroke that
fourth-year midfielder
Kelsey Farkas buried
to double the advantage. Farkas doubled
her tally 20 minutes
into the contest, giving
Columbia a lead they
wouldn’t relinquish.
However,
Maine
broke up the shutout
bid at the half-hour
mark, off of a score
from second-year forward Chloe Walton to
make it 3-1 heading
into the break. The
Black Bears responded in the second and
made it 3-2 on fourthyear Brianna Ricker’s
goal off a corner 10
minutes in. Maine tal-

lied four shots in the
fourth quarter hunting
for the equalizer, but
couldn’t convert any of
their chances and fell
by the 3-2 final count.
Columbia improves to
3-1 on the season.
UMaine was outscored
early
once
more, this time by the
Northeastern University Huskies, in a 6-3
defeat on Friday, Sept.
20.
The
Huskies
stormed out to a 1-0
lead in the ninth minute
of action as first-year
back Lauren Rowe
put back a point-blank
shot past Black Bears’
second-year goaltender Mia Borley. The

Photo Via Maine Campus Archive.
Black Bears evened
the score in the second
quarter
when
first-year forward Julia
Ross scored her first
collegiate goal. Before
the end of the half was
up the Huskies made
it a 2-1 game as second-year
midfielder
Lexie Dunleavy put in
her second goal of the
season. Walton came
out and evened things
at two goals apiece
with a rebound putback goal in the first
three minutes of the
third quarter.
Less than a minute later, Rowe netted
her second goal of the
game, and her seventh of the season, to

put the Huskies back
on top 3-2. Third-year
forward Melanie Weber made it a two-goal
game a few minutes
later with some assistance from first-year
forward Alli Meehan
and third-year forward
Camille O’Conor to
put the Huskies up by
three before the end of
the quarter. The Black
Bears came back onto
the field with renewed
motivation in the fourth
quarter, which was further amplified when
fourth-year
midfielder Riley Field netted a
goal just over a minute
into the frame. Fourthyear forward Kasidy
Anderson got it back

five minutes later with
yet another helper
coming from Rowe to
give the Huskies a 6-3
advantage. The Huskies would hang on to
beat the Black Bears
as Maine falls to 1-5 on
the season.
The Black Bears’
will play host to the
Merrimack
College
Warriors in their next
contest
Saturday,
Sept. 28. at 1pm.

Golfing legend Jack Nicklaus hits 50
years since first Ryder Cup victory

Jack Nicklaus is
among one of the biggest names to ever
come out of the sport
of golf, with most true
sports fans knowing or
recognizing his name.
He is thought to be
one of the best, if not
the best golfer of all
time. This is due to a
few records that he
holds, with the most
impressive being that
he has the most major
tournament wins in the
history of the game.
Nicklaus was born
in Columbus, Ohio in
1940. In his youth, he

played plenty of sports
with his biggest two
being basketball and
golf. He was so good at
basketball that he had
many college teams
scout and ask for him
to play, including the
local
college
Ohio
State. Nicklaus was far
better at golf, however,
picking it up extremely quickly in his youth.
Between the ages of
10 and 17, he won an
impressive 27 events
in the Ohio area.
At age 18 he went
on to play in the first
of many PGA Tour
events, finishing 12th
in his first outing. This
was a solid beginning,

and he only improved
and gained attention
after going to Ohio
State. During his undergraduate career, he
won the U.S. Amateur
in both 1959 and 1961.
He also won the NCAA
championship in 1961,
making him the first
to win both the NCAA
Championship and the
U.S. Amateur in the
same year.
At the age of 22,
Nicklaus won his first
PGA Tournament at
the U.S. Open. This
was a huge feat due
to the fact that he was
so young. During this
tournament, he faced
off
against
golfing

legend Arnold Palmer
and won. This was just
the start of an exciting rivalry. In the same
year, he won two more
tournaments and was
named rookie of the
year.
The next year Nicklaus won his first two
major tournaments at
the Masters and PGA
Championship.
Over
the years he continued
to play at a highly competitive level, winning
an astonishing 18 Major Championships. He
also has won 73 PGA
Tour events, which is
good for third-most in
the history of the PGA.
He is behind Sam

Snead as number one
and Tiger Woods as
number two. His final
championship
happened to also be his
sixth Masters’ victory,
which was in 1986. Not
to mention that he did
this at the age of 46.
This made Nicklaus
the oldest golfer to win
this tournament, and
the record stands to
this day.
Nicklaus has since
retired from golf. After
his time in the PGAs,
he decided to join the
Senior PGAs where he
continued to win. He is
still very involved with
the sport, however,
writing books on the

sport, putting on tournaments in his home
state of Ohio and working to design courses.
Although he no longer
plays the game competitively, he is one of
the undisputed great
who holds one of the
longest, if not the longest streak of success
that any pro golfer has
had. Jack Nicklaus will
be a household name
and a golfing icon for
years to come.
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WNBA semifinals recap
Nick Boutin
Contributor
Connecticut Suns
up 2-0
The
Connecticut Suns opened up
the WNBA semifinals
with a victory 84-75
over the Los Angeles
Sparks on Tuesday,
Sept. 17. Small forward Alyssa Thomas
led the Suns, putting
up 22 points and grabbing 10 rebounds to
lead a balanced Connecticut attack. Guard
Jasmine Thomas didn’t
let Alyssa Thomas carry the team alone,
contributing 19 points
of her own. Forward
Jonquel Jones and
guard Courtney Williams rounded out the
offensive stat sheet
for the Suns, putting
up 16 and 15 points,
respectfully. Leading
the defeated Sparks
squad, forwards Can-

dace Parker and Nneka Ogwumike combined for 44 points and
20 rebounds, but their
efforts weren’t enough
alone, as the remainder
of the squad couldn’t
muster a strong offensive effort. The Suns
forced the Sparks into
17 turnovers and Los
Angeles’ starting backcourt duo of guards
Riquna Williams and
Chelsea Gray combined to only hit three
of their 17 shots. Connecticut
trailed
by
three points at halftime
but scored the first
nine points of the third
quarter. A layup by Williams just before the
third quarter’s buzzer sent the Suns into
the final 10 minutes
up 59-58. Connecticut never trailed in the
fourth, and a key shot
from beyond the arc by
Jones gave the Suns a
seven-point lead with

four minutes remaining.
In their Thursday
night rematch, the
Connecticut Suns took
care of business once
more, taking a 2-0 series lead against the
Sparks in a 94-68 victory. Center Brionna
Jones scored 27 points
and Courtney Williams
added 25 of her own to
help the Sun rout the
Sparks. Los Angeles
stormed out to an early
lead and didn’t surrender it until under a minute left in the first half.
Connecticut led 41-40
at the half, with Jones
having 15 points for
Connecticut while Ogwumike made all six of
her shots and had 12
for Los Angeles. The
Suns led by one at the
half before Williams
helped blow the game
open early in the third
quarter, scoring 13
points. Sparks’ guard

Riquna Williams added 14 for Los Angeles,
who will now have to
win three straight to
make it back to the
WNBA Finals for their
third time in five years.
Washington Mystics
up 2-0
The
Washington
Mystics took on the
Las Vegas Aces for the
first time of the WNBA
semifinals on Tuesday,
Sept. 17. Mystics’ forward Elena Delle Donne scored 24 points
and hit a crucial turnaround jumper late,
while center Emma
Meesseman
added
a career postseason
high 27 points and 10
rebounds, allowing the
Mystics to pull out the
97-95 victory over the
Aces. Forward A’ja Wilson scored 23 points
for Las Vegas, including a run that nearly
closed the deficit late
in the fourth quarter.

Center Liz Cambage
had 19 points and 12
rebounds, while guard
Kayla McBride added
19 points. After Mystics’ guard Kristi Toliver
drained a three-pointer, making it 92-79
in the fourth quarter,
the Aces scored nine
straight points to close
the deficit to four, while
twice locking down the
Mystics on offense and
forcing turnovers. It
was Washington’s first
win all year by a single possession, one in
which the Aces missed
a game-tying runner at
the buzzer.
Meesseman tied a
career-high with 30
points in her second
consecutive
exceptional
performance,
and the Washington
Mystics beat the Las
Vegas Aces 103-91
on Thursday night to
take a 2-0 lead in their
WNBA semifinal series.

Guard Natasha Cloud
added 18 points and
11 assists for Washington, while Delle Donne
scored 14 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds
on the day. Delle Donne
also
happened
to snag her second
league MVP the same
night, and the Mystics
continued to roll on.
Aces’ guard Kelsey
Plum added 19 points
and 10 assists for Las
Vegas, which fought
back from an 11-point
second-quarter deficit
to take a brief lead in
the third, only to fade
late. Washington took
control with a 10-0 run
in the third quarter and
never looked back.

Jaguars get their first win in a divisional
Thursday night football matchup

Adam Cloutier
Contributor

This week’s Thursday night football game
featured an AFC South
matchup between the
Tennessee Titans and
the Jacksonville Jaguars. Consistent rain
led to both offenses
having difficulty passing the ball, and the
game quickly became
a defensive battle.
The Jaguars pulled
out the 20-7 win, with
the defense being led
by defensive end Calais Campbell, bringing
them their first win of
the season.
After shutting down
the Titans on a quick
five-play first drive, a
muffed catch on the
punt lead to Jaguars’
special teams recovering the ball at the

Tennessee 7-yard line.
Starting
quarterback
Gardner Minshew capitalized
immediately,
throwing up a floater to tight end James
O’Shaughnessy
off
of a play-action boot
left. The Jaguars defense then made quick
work of quarterback
Marcus Mariota and
the Titans’ offense,
forcing another punt.
Minshew
continued
to show impressive
poise and accuracy
for a sixth-round pick,
as he and the Jaguars
offense marched down
the field on a six play
drive, leading to a 22yard touchdown catch
from wide receiver DJ
Chark.
After a scoreless
second quarter from
both sides, the Jaguars scored a field

goal in the third with
a 40-yard kick from
Josh Lambo. The Titans finally showed
life at the beginning
of the fourth quarter,
with a one-yard rushing touchdown from
Derrick Henry bringing
the score to 17-7. This
hope didn’t last long
as the Jaguars scored
on a 48-yard field goal
from kicker Josh Lambo and then shut down
the Titans offense for
the rest of the game.
Following the injury
to offseason acquisition quarterback Nick
Foles, not much was
expected from this
team. But Minshew
continues to put in a
strong effort, throwing
for 204 yards and two
touchdowns,
commanding the Jaguars’
offense up and down

the field throughout the
contest. Chark hauled
in four receptions for
76 yards and a touchdown. Running back
Leonard
Fournette
worked hard against a
tough Titans defensive
front seven, charging
through the tackles to
the tune of 66 rushing
yards, in addition to
having six catches for
26 yards. Campbell led
“Sacksonville” to four
hits for a loss and three
sacks, and the Jaguars’ talented secondary shut down Mariota
through the air.
In an otherwise
abysmal performance
for a squad that had
high hopes coming
out of a shellacking of
the Cleveland Browns
in week one, Henry’s
17 carries for 44 yards
and a touchdown car-

ried a light stat sheet.
Though Mariota struggled at times with connecting down the field,
wide receiver Adam
Humphries still hauled
in six receptions for
93 yards. Aside from
a good deep pass to
tight end Delanie Walker and the touchdown
from Henry, seemingly
every other drive ended in a turnover. The
combination of tough
football weather and a
tough Jacksonville defense proved to be too
much for the Tennessee offense.
This was a
crucial win for the
Jacksonville Jaguars
(1-2) as they had a
slow start to the season losing their first
two games. Going into
the season the Jaguars had a lot of high

praise due to having
one of the best defenses in the league.
In the past few years,
their defense has won
them games, but they
continue to come up
short due to their offense and bad quarterback plays. After
week two, the Jaguars
star cornerback Jalen
Ramsey requested a
trade following some
heated interactions on
the sideline with head
coach Doug Marone.
If Minshew can continue to restore hope
for the team and fans,
hopefully, that’ll be
enough to both keep
Ramsey in the building
and keep Jacksonville
playing football deep
into January.

AFC power rankings prior to week 3
Alex Aidonidis
Contributor
1. New England Patriots This one needs little
explanation. The Patriots have sprinted to a
2-0 record outscoring
its opponents 76-3.
They have not allowed
a touchdown in three
straight games, dating back to their 2019
Super Bowl victory
against the Los Angeles Rams. The offense
is clicking and firing on
all cylinders as Brady
continues to dissect
defenses at age 42.
The New York Jets with
their third-string quarterback, Luke Falk,
limp into Foxborough
for their week three
matchup. The scariest
part? The Patriots are
favored to win by 22
points by Las Vegas
odds.
2.
Kansas
City
Chiefs Reigning
league
MVP quarterback Patrick Mahomes continues to do crazy things
with the football in his
hands. The gunslinger
threw four touchdowns

and almost 300 yards
in the second quarter
alone. Coaches seriously must lose sleep
game planning against
a team loaded with
speed and a man who
can complete a throw
anywhere on the field.
Sunday’s game against
the Ravens should be
an exciting one.
3. Baltimore Ravens
+1
Ravens’
second-year quarterback
Lamar Jackson became the first player
to throw for 250 yards
and run for 120 yards
in a single game as the
Ravens took home the
victory over the Cardinals. This week presents an opportunity for
the former Heisman
winner to step on
the throats of those
who say he’s a running back playing the
quarterback position
when he goes toe to
toe with Mahomes and
the Chiefs. Although it
is only September, this
contest could have
major implications on
playoff seeding when
December rolls around.
4. Houston Texans

+1

After watching a
down-to-the-wire
shootout against New
Orleans in week one,
Texans
quarterback
Deshaun Watson felt
the pressure from an
aggressive
Jaguars
front in week two.
Watson only threw for
159 yards and All-Pro
wide receiver DeAndre
Hopkins was pretty
quiet all night as well,
but they did get the job
done thanks to defensive end J.J. Watt and
the defense getting a
stop on a two-point
conversion at the end
of the game. If Houston
can’t figure out how to
keep Watson upright
in the pocket soon,
any playoff hopes this
team has are out the
window.
5.
Los
Angeles
Chargers -2
If the Chargers want
to be taken seriously,
they can’t lay an egg
and put up only 10
points in a loss to the
Lions. Losing games
that should be won will
not win them the AFC
West, especially with
the Kansas City Chiefs

already
dominating
through three weeks.
A crucial matchup
against Houston will be
an indicator of whether
or not this season will
be another confusing
wash.
6. Buffalo Bills +1
Although the Bills
have not faced great
competition to this
point, their defense
looks polished and has
plenty of depth. The
Bills have an opportunity to start 3-0 as they
face a weak Bengals
squad this weekend.
The defense will likely
focus on slowing down
Bengals’ speedy wide
receiver John Ross,
who is off to a terrific
start to this season after being quiet during
the first two years of
his career.
7. Tennessee Titans
-1
The Titans look like
they may have come
back down to earth
after their week one
blowout win over the
Cleveland
Browns.
Running back Derrick
Henry had another
strong outing, picking up 82 yards and a

touchdown on 15 carries. Head coach Mike
Vrabel needs to really
acknowledge that his
offense runs through
Henry, not shaky starting quarterback Marcus Mariota. Feeding
Henry the rock, similar
to the Vikings’ offense
with Adrian Peterson
in the early 2010s, will
be the key to this team
winning a surprisingly
stout AFC South.
8. Cleveland Browns
The
Browns
bounced back and
picked up an important win on Monday
night over the Jets.
It was not exactly an
overwhelming performance for the Browns’
offense but they got
the job done and quarterback Baker Mayfield
threw for 325 yards
and a touchdown. A
major Sunday night
showdown against the
Rams makes for a pivotal point in the season
and will really show
what head coach Freddie Kitchens is made
of.
9.
Indianapolis
Colts -

The pesky Colts
picked up a win over
the
Titans
Sunday
afternoon.
Starting
quarterback
Jacoby
Brissett looked increasingly more comfortable in the pocket as the game wore
on, throwing for three
touchdowns.
Indianapolis’ defense was
able to hold the Titans
to 17 points, with middle linebacker Darius
Leonard leading his
squad in limiting Henry out of the backfield.
It looks like it could be
the end of the road for
incredibly
seasoned
kicker Adam Vinatieri,
who missed two extra-point attempts in
week two, after struggling with a field goal
and extra point in week
one as well.
10.
Pittsburgh
Steelers -1
Sunday’s loss was
about as devastating
as a week two loss
can be for a team who
was a potential Super
Bowl contender heading into the season.
Quarterback Ben Ro-
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Around the College Circuit

FOOTBALL
09/21 Elon

Wake Forest
Maine
Colegate
Penn
Delaware
Lafayette
Albany
James Madison
Chattanooga

CAA FOOTBALL
7 09/21
49
35
21
27
28
7
36
37

Fordham
Stony Brook
William & Mary
ECU
Rhode Island
New Hampshire
Villanova
Towson

10

1

45

2

7

3

19

4

24

5

27

6

52

7

45

8

Maine
Drexel
Monmouth
Sacred Heart
UMass Lowell
Merrimack
Vermont

AMERICA EAST FIELD HOCKEY
6 09/20

4

1

3

3

2

0

3

2

4

6

5

0
5
2
5
1
4

New Hampshire
Dartmouth
California
Stanford
09/21 Albany
Brown
UC Davis
VCU

0

Albany
UMBC
Longwood
Delaware
Hartford
Maine
Sienna College

4-0
3-1
2-2
1-2
3-1
3-1
3-1
2-2

Monmouth
New Hampshire
Albany
UMass Lowell
Vermont

1
1
2
0
6
0

Fairleigh Dickinson
Binghampton
Army
New Hampshire
Vermont
Bryant

SPORTS

Friday, Sept. 27
Women’s Hockey
vs. University of New
Brunswick
6:00 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 28
Field Hockey
vs. Merrimack College
1:00 p.m.
Football
@ Villanova
3:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 29
Women’s Soccer
vs. University of
Vermont
1:00 p.m.

OVERALL
5-2
4-3
4-3
3-3
3-3

0

AMERICA EAST WOMEN’S SOCCER
0 09/15

UPCOMING

1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
09/15 Cornell

OVERALL

14

FIELD HOCKEY
09/20 Northeastern

Villanova
Delaware
Elon
New Hampshire
Towson
James Madison
Stony Brook
Albany
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1

1

2

2

0

3

1

4

1

5

2

6

Binghamton
Stony Brook
Maine
New Hampshire
Albany
Hartford

OVERALL
6-2-1.
5-3
4-2
4-4
3-3-1.
3-4-1.

1

The Carmelo Anthony effect
Morgan Ford
Contributor
NBA small forward
Carmelo Anthony, sure
to go down in history
as one of the greatest
players to ever grace
the hardwood, has fallen on tough times. Despite his past success
with multiple teams
across the league, the
former All-Star remains
unsigned by any franchise. He has bounced
around the NBA for the
past few years, and
there are many speculations as to why that
is. One thing is for certain, however, his time
in the NBA is coming
to an end.
A n t h o n y ’s

basketball career took
off during his college
years with Syracuse
in 2003. There he led
the Syracuse Orange
to the NCAA championship
and
took
home the win. After
the tournament, he
was named the NCAA
Tournament’s
Most
Outstanding
Player.
After college, he was
drafted by the Nuggets as the third overall pick, alongside NBA
legends LeBron James
and Dwayne Wade in
the top five.
Anthony has
collected quite the list
of achievements in his
professional
career,
being a 10-time NBA
All-Star, six-time All-

NBA Team member,
and three-time Olympic champion out of
his record four Olympic appearances. He
earned these accolades while also carrying multiple NBA teams
to the playoffs, including a Finals appearance in 2009. Despite
his high numbers and
ability to lead a team,
he has struggled, and
for good reason.
At 35 years
old, Anthony is beyond
his prime and is one
of the older players in
the league. His veteran status hasn’t been
much help either, as he
continues to play more
for himself. His age
has slowed him down,

especially on defense
where he is little to
no help. In a league
where speed and outside shooting are becoming prominent, it
is necessary for players’ reaction time to be
the best that it can be.
Although he is slower
than he was, his offensive abilities are quite
good, with him averaging 16.2 points per
game with the Oklahoma City Thunder.
After being traded to
the Houston Rockets,
he struggled to find his
shot, while also only
shooting 68% from the
free throw line during
his time in Houston.
Another challenge other than age is

his status, Carmelo has
made a name for himself in the basketball
world. More recently, it
is that obsession with
status that’s hurting
him and his amount of
play time. Teams have
admitted to not wanting to sign the player
because they can’t
see him as part of the
starting lineup or the
second string. Putting such a big name
player as a third-string
would be both a waste
of money and would
receive backlash. Anthony has accepted
that he isn’t the player that he once was;
however, he struggles
to accept coming off
of the bench instead of

starting the game.
In the end, it
just looks like time is
closing in on Carmelo. It is still unknown
what will happen this
season.
No
teams
are jumping on the
35-year-old defensive
liability. It may just be
time to retire and realize that we are reaching
the end of an era. No
matter what, Carmelo
will be remembered as
one of the greats, despite his last few miserable seasons.
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NFC Power Rankings prior to week 3
Alex Aidonidis
Contribtor
+1

1. Dallas Cowboys

Maybe it’s the lack
of competition from
their opponents in the
first few weeks of the
season, but Dallas has
seemed nearly flawless
through eight quarters thus far. One of
the driving successes
of the offense is their
ability to capitalize in
the red zone, having
scored five touchdowns in six red zone
trips this year. The
young linebacker duo
of Leighton VanderEsch and Jaylon Smith
have teamed up beautifully with seasoned
veteran
linebacker
Sean Lee to complete
arguably one of the
best triplets at the position in the history of
the league. Come December when everyone
starts to pound the ball
between the tackles,
look for these guys to
help keep Dallas in the
top five in run defense,
so long as Lee can
stay healthy.
2.
Los
Angeles
Rams +1
The Rams were on
the right side of yet another questionable call
against the New Orleans Saints. Whether or
not the refs thought the
ball was in a throwing
motion or being fumbled, they should have
blown their whistles
once more and had the
play reviewed upstairs.
Nonetheless, after AllPro defensive tackle
Aaron Donald injured
Saints’
quarterback
Drew Brees’ throwing
hand, the Rams’ defense clamped down
on the Saints’ offense
and ran away with the
game. For a team looking to repeat as NFC
West division champions for a third straight
year, it was important
for them to pick up the
win against the Saints
and improve to 2-0 and
get a leg up on Seattle and San Francisco
come week 17.
3. Green Bay Packers +4
The Packers starting off the season 2-0
despite Aaron Rodgers not playing to his
full self is terrifying for
the NFC North. The
Packers’ defense has
only allowed 19 points
combined against the
two divisional opponents they’ve faced.

AFC

from B3
ethlisberger is done for
the season, requiring
elbow surgery after exiting early against Seattle. With an 0-2 start
and
inexperienced
backup
quarterback
Mason Rudolph under
center, it looks like the
Steelers could be picking top 10 come April.
11. Oakland Raiders The Raiders started off with a 10-0
lead over the Chiefs
and held them scoreless through the first
quarter but allowed
Mahomes to throw for
nearly 300 yards and
four touchdowns in the
second quarter. The
dreams of taking down

The offense has only
mustered 31 points,
which has some critics concerned about
Rodgers’ health, but
if memory serves the
Packers’ signal caller
typically heats up as
the year progresses,
especially following an
injury ended season.
Look for the incorporation of the younger
members of the wide
receiving core as the
season
progresses,
especially
Geronimo
Allison.
4. Seattle Seahawks
+4
Quarterback Russell Wilson’s 300 passing yards and three
touchdowns
were
good enough for him
to win NFC offensive
player of the week as
well as pulling out a
win over Pittsburgh.
Seattle improves to
2-0 which puts them
in a three-way tie for
their division, alongside Los Angeles and
San Francisco. The
Seahawks have a good
shot at starting 3-0 as
they take on a Saints
team without Brees
that could not seem
to get anything going
on offense with backup quarterback Teddy
Bridgewater.
5. Chicago Bears The Bears’ offense
continues to struggle through week two,
despite their defense
looking
excellent,
picking up where they
left off last year. The
Bears were on the right
side of a questionable
roughing the passer
call and were able to
find themselves in field
goal range with only
a second remaining.
Rookie kicker Eddy
Pineiro was able to deliver the game winner
that reminded Bears’
fans of last year’s kicker, Cody Parkey, and
his several choking
moments, as Chicago
escaped Denver with
the win.
6. Atlanta Falcons
+4
This was a big
“prove it” game for the
Atlanta Falcons, who
came out flat in week
one against the Vikings. With the Saints
losing Brees for multiple weeks, the division
becomes Atlanta’s to
lose and they knew
they could not risk falling to 0-2. Quarterback
Matt Ryan was far from
perfect, throwing three
interceptions in the

game, but it was the
play of the former Alabama stud receivers
Julio Jones and Calvin
Ridley that took over
the game. The duo
combined to shred an
injured Eagles’ defense for 211 yards
and 3 touchdowns.
The play of the game
was a fourth-and-three
screen pass to Jones,
who slipped past multiple Eagles defenders
and sprinted to the
end zone for the 54yard go-ahead touchdown. Atlanta’s next
challenge is a choppy Indianapolis Colts
squad, who are looking
to find a rhythm on offense with quarterback
Jacoby Brissett under
center.
7. Philadelphia Eagles -3
Philadelphia’s quarterback Carson Wentz
was not much of a step
up from the Falcons’
Ryan in Sunday night’s
game, but losing your
top three receivers and
dealing with concussion symptoms would
throw off any quarterback in the NFL. Wentz
rallied his Eagles to
come back in the second half, fighting down
to the wire. Wentz completed a pass to Zach
Ertz who just barely
missed converting to a
first down at the end of
the game, turning the
ball back over to Ryan,
who drained the clock
to zero. It was not the
prettiest game for a
now banged-up Eagles
squad, but it did show
that Wentz still has the
magic to get his team
back into the game
no matter how he performs in the first half.
8. New Orleans
Saints -7
Sunday’s
game
against the Rams was
absolutely
crushing
for Saints fans who
just wanted to stick it
to the Rams after last
year’s
controversial
NFC
Championship.
They did not get the
win, and to make matters much worse, they
lost Brees for multiple
weeks. The offense
could not get anything
going with Bridgewater
under center, with the
Rams shutting down
stud wide receiver
Michael Thomas and
running back Alvin Kamara. The Saints will
have to battle without
Brees for at least six
weeks, with their next
two contests against

the Seahawks and the
Cowboys.
9. San Francisco
49ers Starting
quarterback Jimmy Garoppolo
finally found the spark
he had prior to tearing
his ACL in 2018. Garoppolo dissected a
weak Bengals’ defense
for 296 yards and three
touchdowns while improving the 49ers to
2-0. The 49ers rushing
attack paced the offense, with San Francisco’s running backs
combining for 259
yards and two touchdowns.
Defensively,
the front seven continued to smother the
opposition, pressuring
Bengals’ quarterback
Andy Dalton throughout the game. The
Bengals ran the ball 19
times and only picking up 25 yards, with
often energetic lead
back Joe Mixon struggling to gain 17 yards
on 11 carries against
the 49ers stout run defense. San Francisco
will look to improve to
3-0 in their fight for the
NFC West when they
take on the Pittsburgh
Steelers with rookie
quarterback
Mason
Rudolph under center.
10. Minnesota Vikings -4
Quarterback
Kirk
Cousins’
ongoing
struggle to beat a
team with a positive record continued
Sunday against the
Packers and quarterback Rodgers. Cousins completed only 14
of 32 passes. Dalvin
Cook continues to be
a monster, picking up
154 yards and a touchdown on only 20 carries. Cook leads the
NFL in rushing yards
after 2 weeks. Maybe it
would be better to give
him the ball more and
depend less on Cousins.
11. Detroit Lions +2
The Lions remain
undefeated after two
weeks, with a rather
uneventful win over the
Los Angeles Chargers.
Both teams struggled
to get much going on
offense but the Lions
were able to come out
on the right side of this
one. Though it is still
unclear as to what the
identity of this team
is, with quarterback
Matt Stafford and the
offense putting forth
pedestrian
efforts,
the average defense
pulls off good plays

at crucial moments.
Everyone inside the
Lions’ locker room is
certainly aware of the
fact that the league
consensus points to
them finishing last in
the NFC North. Perhaps that disrespect is
motivating Matt Praticia’s squad forward, as
they face their toughest stretch of the season by hosting Kansas
City, taking their bye
week, then traveling
to Green Bay and followed up by hosting
Minnesota.
Without
some serious improvement, this team will go
from undefeated to 2-4
quickly.
12. Tampa Bay Buccaneers +3
The
Buccaneers’
defense got the best
of Panthers’ quarterback Cam Newton,
pressuring him consistently
throughout
the game, forcing him
to complete less than
50% of his passes.
Even more impressive,
head coach Bruce Arians’ defense limited
the Panthers versatile
running back Christian
McCaffrey, leaving little room between the
tackles, holding him
to 2.3 yards per carry
and only allowing him
to catch two passes
for 16 yards. The Buccaneers have a chance
to pick up another win
this weekend against
the Giants before their
schedule gets harder,
with a road trip to Los
Angeles to take on the
Rams on the horizon.
13. Arizona Cardinals +1
Another solid performance for Cardinals’ rookie quarterback Kyler Murray, as
he joined Cam Newton
as the only two quarterbacks in NFL history
to throw for at least 300
yards in their first two
career games. Head
Coach Kliff Kingsbury
elected to not keep
his offense on the field
three separate times
on fourth and goal, including inside the fiveyard line. Instead of
trusting Murray and his
offense to punch the
ball in, Kingsbury sent
his field goal unit onto
the field multiple times
which ultimately cost
them the victory. However, they were able to
hang in there with one
of the better teams in
the league, the Baltimore Ravens, and that
is worth noting.

14. Carolina Panthers -5
It is comical to
see quarterback Cam
Newton saying he has
to look at himself in
the mirror and evaluate
when he’s wearing his
choice of outfits during
post game press conferences. Newton has
missed multiple practices this week which
lead to him not playing
in week three against
Arizona. It is unclear
what issue Newton
is facing or why he is
missing these practices, but it is clear that
the 0-2 Panthers are
in desperate need of
a win to not fall out of
the playoff race before
October rolls around.
15.
Washington
Redskins -3
The Redskins were
outplayed by the Cowboys from the kickoff
to the end of the game.
It was not in blowout
fashion, the Redskins
played a decent game
losing only 31-21 but
they just flat out could
not compete with a
Cowboys team that
seems to have everything going for them
throughout the two
weeks. The question at
this point is, how much
longer will it be before
we see rookie signal
caller Dwayne Haskins
under center?
16. New York Giants
Is this the end of
the road for Eli Manning? After another
tough loss, this one
coming against the
Buffalo Bills, Giants’
head coach Pat Shurmur elected to bench
Manning in favor of his
rookie
quarterback,
sixth overall pick Daniel Jones. Manning has
been very supportive
and understanding of
the situation, mentoring Jones as much as
he can before eventually passing off the torch
and riding off into the
sunset. Though New
Yorks’ playoff hopes
look bleak, hopefully
Manning can end his
career helping Jones
adjust to the professional game. Look forward to next year New
York fans, and study
college footballs’ top
prospects. You’ll likely
see your team pick between them in the 2020
draft.

the mighty Chiefs will
have to hold off for
now. The Raiders will
head to Minnesota to
take on the Vikings in a
game that would be a
coin flip decision.
12.
Jacksonville
Jaguars The Jags were a
two-point conversion
away from a win over
the Texans at the end
of the game. All did not
appear to be well when
All-Pro
cornerback
Jaylen Ramsey and
head coach Doug Marrone had to be separated after an altercation
on the sidelines. Since
then, Ramsey has requested a trade from
the Jaguars. Jacksonville is looking for two
first-round picks for
Ramsey.
On the plus side

for Jacksonville, sixthround
quarterback
Gardner
Minshew’s
style of play is just as
dynamic as his mustache and backstory.
13. Cincinnati Bengals After putting up a
strong fight against the
Seahawks, the Bengals were thoroughly
beaten down by the
49ers. The defense did
not have an answer
for San Francisco’s
run game, who piled
up over 200 yards on
the ground. However,
the silver lining to this
0-2 start is that Andy
Dalton is second in
the league in passing
yards and Ross is the
league leader in receiving yards.
14. Denver Broncos
-

The Broncos seem
to have little going in
their favor. Free-agent
quarterback
acquisition Joe Flacco is
not the player he was
when the Ravens won
the Super Bowl in 2012
and there is little reason
to believe that player
is coming back seven
years after the fact.
The roughing the passer call late in the game
that went against the
Broncos was questionable, but they did get
another roughing the
passer call in their favor earlier in the game.
General manager John
Elway will be looking
to pick up a shiny new
pass rusher in the upcoming draft, as his
team trends closer and
closer towards the first
overall pick.

15. New York Jets The Jets are 0-2 and
do not expect to have
their quarterback for
multiple weeks. Even
their backup quarterback Trevor Siemien
went down with a gruesome ankle injury and
is done for the season.
They now matchup this
Sunday against the
wrecking ball that is
the New England Patriots. It would seemingly
take some sort of miracle for the Jets to leave
Foxborough with a better record than 0-3.
16. Miami Dolphins
The Dolphins have
been outscored 10210 in their first two
starts. It is hard to
imagine a worse twogame stretch a team
could
go
through.

They have sent safety Minkah Fitzpatrick
to the Steelers in exchange for a firstround pick so there is
no reason to believe
anything
can
turn
this season around. If
there is a bright side,
the Dolphins will only
get better because
they can’t possibly get
worse, right?
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Professional Sports This Week
Upcoming Games:

MLB AMERICAN LEAGUE
East

1
2
3
4
5

Central

1
2
3
4
5

West

1
2
3
4
5

Yankees
Rays
Red Sox
Blue Jays
Orioles
Twins
Indians
White Sox
Royals
Tigers
Astros
Athletics
Rangers
Angels
Mariners

RECORD
101-55

MLB NATIONAL LEAGUE
East

1

92-63

2

80-74

3

63-92

4

50-105

5

95-60

Central

1

91-64

2

68-86

3

57-99

4

45-109

5

101-54

West

1

94-61

2

74-81

3

70-85

4

66-89

5

RECORD

Braves
Nationals
Mets
Phillies
Marlins
Cardinals
Brewers
Cubs
Reds
Pirates
Dodgers
Diamondbacks
Giants
Padres
Rockies

96-60
85-68
80-74
79-74
53-101
88-67
85-70
82-73
73-82
65-90
99-56
80-75
74-81
69-86
67-88

NFL:
Thursday, September 26
Philadelphia @ Green Bay
Sunday, September 29
Washington @ New York
Kansas City @ Detroit
Tennessee @ Atlanta
Celeveland @ Baltimore
Oakland @ Indianapolis
New England @ Buffalo
Carolina @ Houston
Los Angeles @ Miami
Tampa Bay @ Los Angeles
Seattle @ Arizona
Minnesota @ Chicago
Jacksonville @ Denver
Dallas @ New Orleans
Monday, September 16
Cincinnati @ Pittsburgh
MLB:
Tuesday, September 24
Philadelphia @ Washington
Minnesota @ Detroit
Milwaukee @ Cincinnati
Chicago @ Pittsburgh
Baltimore @ Toronto
New York @ Tampa Bay
Miami @ New York
Boston @ Texas
Los Angeles @ San Diego
Wednesday, September 25
St. Louis @ Arizona
Cleveland @ Chicago
Atlanta @ Kansas City
Colorado @ San Francisco
Oakland @ Los Angeles

Patriots
from B1

that this is now the
third injury to an already shaky offensive
line, which collectively
was one of the best in
the league during last
year’s playoff run. New
England lost starting
center David Andrews
for the season because of a blood clot
before week one, and
right tackle Marcus
Cannon suffered a lower-body injury in the

second half against the
Steelers in the season
opener. The Patriots
added more depth to
their offensive line prior to the season opener, but this team cannot afford to lose any
more of their offensive
linemen if they hope
to keep Brady upright
and the running game
going strong as cold,
winter football looms
on the horizon.
Another downside
would be the performance of kicker Stephen Gostkowski. The

placekicker looked like
a hot mess this preseason, with the past
few seasons showing
similar phases of inaccuracy. Belichick must
have confidence in his
long term placekicker, as he did not bring
in another kicker to at
least try and challenge
Gostkowski during the
offseason. Gostkowski has historically had
tough performances in
Miami so the hope is
that this game is just
an example of history
repeating itself and he

can shake it off before
the Patriots need him
to save them late in a
game.
New
England’s
next test will be hosting a Jets’ team that
lost both their starting quarterback, Sam
Darnold, and backup
quarterback,
Trevor
Siemian, for extended periods of time.
Third-string
quarterback Luke Falk will be
asked to spark some
life into an abysmal offense, which has barely outscored their own

defense 12 points to
seven. Given the ease
of schedule in New England’s next six games;
New York Jets, Buffalo Bills, Washington
Redskins, New York
Giants, the Jets again
and
the
Cleveland
Browns, it isn’t unrealistic to think Brady and
company will march
into Baltimore undefeated at 8-0 come
the midseason mark.
Time will tell as Brady
continues to dissect
defenses and play with
intensity at age 42, but

he may be attempting
to completely fill both
his hands with rings
before he rides off into
the sunset.

